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2023Abstract
Considering the building envelope research field, 
responsive technologies are recently playing a key role thanks to 
their capability to react to external environmental stimuli. 
Despite these technologies were conceived with the aim to 
adapt themselves to external environmental changes on short/
mid-term time scales (sub-hourly, hourly, daily, and seasonal), 
recent studies are evaluating their contribution on larger time 
scales (decades) to improve the resilience of building 
envelopes to climate change. Nevertheless, currently the 
simulation of their energy behaviour can be particularly long and 
complex and this issue is limiting their spread. This work aims to 
provide, firstly, a detailed description of the state of the art  
including methods and tools for energy simulation of complex 
responsive systems. Hence, the main output of the work consists 
of an interactive computational platform for the energy analysis of 
these systems in present and future climate scenarios. The 
developed platform – based on EnergyPlus, Python, and 
Grasshopper – allows to select different climate zones 
represented by 25 European cities and different responsive 
envelope technologies – phase change materials, shape morphing 
shadings, electrochromic windows – selecting the climate 
scenario (current, 2050, 2080) to be analysed with a simple 
interface, widely spread, and easily customizable. Starting from 
simple inputs (i.e., location, climate scenario, technology, control 
type) selectable from pop-up lists, the platform – via Python 
algorithms launched directly from Grasshopper on a local server 
– edits the energy model, launches the simulations, and provides
directly a comparison sheet where the responsive model is
compared with a traditional reference static model.
Therefore, the different topics covered by the platform allow the user
to easily compare the behaviour of different responsive technologies
in different geographical contexts, future scenarios, or – for
externally controlled systems – through different control strategies
using validated and easily comparable models. The development of
a simple platform capable of managing dynamic energy simulations
of complex systems aims to provide the required tools to consider
responsive envelopes as real alternatives to traditional technologies
by evaluating their long-term contribution, considering the
climate change underway.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT (eng) 

 
The growing frequency and magnitude of extreme weather events have in-

creased the attention of scientific and international community regarding the correlation 

between anthropized environment and external environment. The climate change ef-
fects are now clear and, despite several recent global commitments undertaken in last 

years, the trend for near future will still be characterized by a significant rise in average 

temperatures. According to the latest report (AR6) of the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC), even limiting the global warming to 1.5°C compared to pre-

industrial levels in the short-term scenario (2021-2040), would limit the damage related 

to extreme weather events but would not avoid them. Although this topic regards all 

human activities, the strong incidence of building energy consumption – equal to nearly 
40% of total consumption in highly developed countries – makes the building field par-

ticularly affected by mitigation actions. 

Recently, the research has shifted its attention from an approach based on the max-
imization of the energy disconnection between internal and external environment, to an 

approach in which the building envelope can adapt themselves to consider the varia-

tions of the boundary conditions; the envelope is then perceived as an interface rather 
than a shield. The latest studies are therefore focusing on the potential of responsive 

envelopes or rather envelopes capable to adapt their properties – geometrical, solar, 

thermal, etc. - to external stimuli. Despite these technologies were conceived with the 
aim to adapt to external environment changes on short/mid-term time scales (sub-

hourly, hourly, daily, and seasonal), recent studies are evaluating their contribution on 
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larger time scales (decades) to improve the resilience of building envelopes to climate 

change. 
This work aims to provide, firstly, a detailed description of the state of the art of 

responsive systems and of methods and tools for energy simulation of complex re-

sponsive systems. Hence, the main output of the work consists of an interactive com-
putational platform for the energy analysis of these systems in present and future cli-

mate scenarios. The developed platform – based on EnergyPlus, Python, and Grass-

hopper – allows to select different climate zones represented by 25 European cities and 
different responsive envelope technologies – phase change materials, shape morphing 

shadings, electrochromic windows – selecting the climate scenario (current, 2050, 

2080) to be analysed with a simple interface, widely spread, and easily customizable. 

Starting from simple inputs (i.e., location, climate scenario, technology, control type) 
selectable from pop-up lists, the platform – via Python algorithms launched directly 

from Grasshopper on a local server – edits the energy model, launches the simulations, 

and provides directly a comparison sheet where the responsive model is compared 
with a traditional reference static model.  

Therefore, the different topics covered by the platform allow the user to easily com-

pare the behaviour of different responsive technologies in different geographical con-
texts, future scenarios, or – for externally controlled systems – through different control 

strategies using validated and easily comparable models. The development of a simple 

platform capable of managing dynamic energy simulations of complex systems aims 
to provide the required tools to consider responsive envelopes as real alternatives to 

traditional technologies by evaluating their long-term contribution, considering the cli-

mate change underway. 
 
key words 
climate change, energy efficiency, responsive envelopes, architectural engineering, 
sustainable design, digital innovation, computational platform 
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT (ita) 

 
La crescente frequenza ed intensità di eventi climatici estremi ha aumentato l’atten-

zione della comunità scientifica ed internazionale verso il rapporto tra l’ambiente antro-
pizzato e l’ambiente esterno. Gli effetti del cambiamento climatico sono ormai evidenti 

e, nonostante diversi recenti impegni globali intrapresi negli ultimi anni, la tendenza 

relativa al futuro immediato sarà comunque caratterizzata da un significativo innalza-
mento delle temperature medie. Secondo l’ultimo report (AR6) dell’Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), anche limitando il riscaldamento globale a 1.5°C ri-

spetto ai livelli preindustriali nello scenario a breve termine (2021-2040), limiterebbe i 
danni legati ad eventi climatici estremi ma non li eliminerebbe. Nonostante il tema ri-

guardi tutte le attività antropiche, la forte incidenza dei consumi energetici relativi al 

patrimonio costruito – pari a circa il 40% dei consumi totali nei paesi altamente svilup-
pati – rende il settore edilizio particolarmente interessato dalle azioni di mitigazione.  

Negli ultimi anni la ricerca ha spostato la sua attenzione da un approccio basato 

sulla massimizzazione della disconnessione energetica tra interno ed esterno ad un 
approccio in cui l’involucro edilizio possa adattarsi per accomodare le variazioni delle 

condizioni al contorno; l’involucro viene quindi percepito come un’interfaccia piuttosto 

che come una barriera. Gli studi più recenti si stanno quindi focalizzando sulle poten-
zialità degli involucri responsivi ovvero involucri in grado di adattare le proprie caratte-

ristiche – geometriche, solari, termiche, ecc. – agli stimoli esterni. Sebbene queste 

tecnologie nascano con l’obiettivo di adattarsi a variazioni dell’ambiente esterno su 

scale temporali di breve/medio termine (sub orarie, orarie, giornaliere, e stagionali), 
studi recenti stanno valutando il loro contributo su scale temporali più ampie (decadi) 

per poter migliorare la resilienza degli involucri edilizi ai cambiamenti climatici.  
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Il presente lavoro mira a fornire, in prima analisi, una dettagliata descrizione dello 

stato dell’arte dei sistemi responsivi e dei metodi e strumenti per la simulazione ener-
getica di sistemi responsivi complessi. Quindi, l’output principale del lavoro è costituito 

da una piattaforma computazionale interattiva per l’analisi energetica di questi sistemi 

in scenari climatici presenti e futuri. La piattaforma sviluppata – basata su EnergyPlus, 
Python, e Grasshopper – offre la possibilità di selezionare diverse zone climatiche rap-

presentate da un ventaglio di 25 città Europee e diverse tecnologie responsive di invo-

lucro – materiali a cambiamento di fase, schermature a geometria variabile, vetri elet-
trocromici – selezionando lo scenario climatico (corrente, 2050, 2080) da analizzare 

con un’interfaccia semplice, ampiamente diffusa, e facilmente personalizzabile. Par-

tendo quindi da semplici input (i.e., località, scenario climatico, tecnologia, tipologia di 

controllo) selezionabili da menù a scomparsa, la piattaforma – tramite degli algoritmi 
Python lanciati direttamente da Grasshopper in un server locale – edita il modello ener-

getico, lancia le simulazioni e fornisce direttamente un foglio comparativo in cui il mo-

dello responsivo viene confrontato con un modello statico tradizionale di riferimento. 
 Pertanto, i diversi temi trattati dalla piattaforma consentono all’utente di poter con-

frontare facilmente il comportamento di diverse tecnologie responsive in diversi conte-

sti geografici, in diversi scenari futuri, o – per i sistemi a controllo estrinseco – attra-
verso diverse strategie di controllo utilizzando modelli validati e facilmente confrontabili. 

Lo sviluppo di una piattaforma semplice in grado di gestire simulazioni energetiche 

dinamiche di elementi complessi mira a fornire gli strumenti necessari per considerare 
gli involucri responsivi come reali alternative alle soluzioni tradizionali valutando il loro 

contributo anche nel lungo termine, alla luce dei cambiamenti climatici ormai in atto.  
 

key words 
cambiamento climatico, efficienza energetica, involucri responsivi, architettura tec-

nica, progettazione per la sostenibilità, innovazione e digitalizzazione, piattaforma 
computazionale 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The implication of the built environment in the global energy consumption is 

henceforth clear; therefore, its key role in the reduction of the greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions and the consequent attempt to limit the climate change is as relevant as 

ever. Accounting for almost 32% of the total global energy consumption, nearly 19% of 

the global GHG emissions can be attributed to the building sector [1]. More specifically, 

these figures depend on the geographical areas due to different incomes, energy prices, 
and climatic conditions. For example, in highly developed countries, the building sector 

accounts for nearly 40% of the total energy consumption [2]. The EU is in line with this 

average as in 2016 the total energy consumption reached 1108 Mtoe (Million tonnes 
of oil equivalent) of which nearly 458 Mtoe (41%) were consumed by the building sec-

tor (65% for households and 35% for services) [3,4]. Among the other highly developed 

Countries, in the USA the building sector accounted for nearly 40% of the total con-
sumption in 2019 [5], with a constant increase from the 33.7% registered in 1980 [6]. 

Completely different values – nearly 20% – can be found in China due to a very different 

income-energy price ratio [7].  
In light of these data, the global community in the XXI century is clearly aiming 

to the reduction of the GHG emissions to reduce the effects of the current climate crisis. 

Therefore, in the last decades, a series of commitment of the international community 
has led to many fundamental goals – e.g. the United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goals [8] (in particular this study refers to goals 11 and 13), the Paris Agreement Com-

mitment [9] first and the Glasgow Climate Pact [10] then – to reach the net-zero GHG 
emissions in the next years. The EU, for example, has developed a specific regulatory 

framework – the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive [11,12] – which is currently 

under review as part of the latest “Fit for 55” Commission Work Programme which has 
set the ambitious goal of a full decarbonisation of the building stock by 2050 [13]. In 

this regard, figure 1 shows the actions of the main Countries in term of annual invest-

ment in energy efficiency in the building sector where the strong commitment of the EU 

can be clearly seen in recent years.  
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Figure 1. Annual investment in energy efficiency in the buildings sector in the Net Zero Scenario. Data 
from [14,15]. 

 
Many of the above-mentioned commitments and laws comes from the awareness that 

the human induced climate change is increasing the frequency and the magnitude of 

temperature anomalies and extreme adverse weather events. For example, figure 2 
shows the annual temperature anomalies registered in 2022 compared with the 1981-

2010 average values. Despite the effect of La Niña – a climate pattern that describes 

the cooling of surface-ocean waters along west coast of South America –, this figure 
clearly highlights that last year was characterized by an overall increase of the temper-

ature anomalies. 

The climate related hazards are strictly linked to the global warming and exceeding the 
set threshold of 1.5°C in the near-term scenario (2021-2040) would increase the haz-

ard according to other socioeconomic aspects. However, even containing the global 

warming below 1.5°C should only reduce the damages of adverse events but cannot 
completely avoid them [16]. Regardless the scenario considered and the actions taken 
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to contain the phenomenon, the main trend in the following years – up to 2040 – is 

characterized by a global surface temperature increase [17]. Instead, regarding long 
term scenarios (2040-2100), the hazard for extreme weather events is strictly related 

to the mitigation actions taken during these years that could reduce the risk.  

 

Figure 2. Annual temperature anomalies in 2022 compared with 1981-2010 average. Source [18].  

 
This climate and building consumption framework, has attracted the attention of re-

searchers in this field as demonstrated by the rising number of studies concerning 

building energy behaviour in future scenarios [19]. 

Despite this new awareness and regulations are well established, data on global 
scale, collected in the past years, sometimes seems to contradict the expected results 

highlighting different gaps between reality and rhetoric. This historic period makes ex-

tremely difficult the comparisons between last years, due to unpredictable and extraor-
dinary phenomena such as the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020/2021 and the energy crisis 

related to the Russian war in 2022. For example, in 2020, the lockdowns required by 

the pandemic crisis led to a clear reduction of the coal and oil demand reducing the 
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energy consumption of nearly 4%. Nevertheless, this change was clearly temporary as 

the economic upturn has taken the consumptions back to 2019 levels. These trends 
are referred on a global scale but, considering more specific socioeconomic contexts, 

diverging trends can be found. For example, the emerging markets account for nearly 

70% of the global energy demand growth while highly developed economies are going 
to be 3% below the 2019 figures [20]. Looking more in detail the building field, the 

construction sector is responsible for nearly 32% of the energy consumption and al-

most 15% of direct CO2 emissions. Despite the above-mentioned regulatory frame-
works, the building sector emissions have grown of nearly 1% per year in the last 10 

years, until the Covid-19 pandemic. This trend seems to be opposed to the spread of 

renewable energy system that leads to a strong reduction of the emissions related to 

the power generation systems; nevertheless, this result can be explained considering 
the higher access to energy sources and to larger constructed floor spaces. The access 

to space cooling has risen in the last 10 years (2010-2020) of nearly 8% from 27% to 

35% [15], moreover in the last 20 years the constructed floor space has risen of nearly 
65%; it follows that the average unitary energy demand (kWh/m2) has been lowered by 

25% [21].  

However, despite the fluctuations due to specific events or to specific geographical 
areas, the building sector is not keeping up with the 2050 carbon neutrality targets and 

hence further efforts are required to meet the set goals [22]. The International Energy 

Agency (IEA) provides a detailed tracking report to monitor the evolution of the building 
sector from an energy point of view; in their latest release (2022) [15], the IEA regis-

tered that in 2021 only the lighting systems were on track with the set goals. All other 

energy related systems are not on track and require more efforts; in particular, the dis-
trict heating and the envelope design are the furthest from the set goals.  

To improve this trend, analysing the variation of the building consumption by energy 

source can help to understand the current state of the building energy efficiency to 
define the best course of action for the building design. Nowadays, it is widely agreed 

that almost half of the energy demand of industrial and residential buildings are attribut-

able to the Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system [23] and the HVAC 
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consumptions are strongly related to the envelope losses [24] and the building heat 

gains [25]. The strong impact of the HVAC consumption explains why the energy effi-
ciency efforts are focusing on one side on the energy transportation and generation 

and, on the other one, on the building envelope enhancement [23,26]. 

Looking more in detail the building consumption, the space heating consumption has 
significantly decreased in the last 10 years (2020-2010) with a reduction of nearly 20% 

followed by the lighting consumption (reduction of nearly 17%) and finally the cooling 

consumption registered a reduction of only 7% [27]. Even though these variations are 
the results of the combination of many elements – including the climate change –, this 

gap can be explained considering mainly two main trend: the spread of new highly 

efficient lighting technologies (LED) and the energy conservation approach that has led 

to a considerable increase of the building insulation. The former has clearly reduced 
the lighting consumptions; instead, the latter has, on the one hand, reduced the heating 

demand while, on the other hand, it has increased the summer overheating, especially 

in hot climates. 
This conservative static approach – where the main goal is to minimize the thermal 

losses – was largely adopted in the envelope design up to the first years of the 21st 

century. In this design strategy, the indoor-outdoor disconnection was maximized aim-
ing to a good energy conservation in buildings [28]. Despite this strategy minimize the 

thermal losses, it is completely decoupled from the dynamism of the external environ-

ment. The awareness that the environmental variables (solar radiation, dry bulb air tem-
perature, humidity, wind, rainfalls etc.) can constantly change during the days has 

started to spread a new concept of dynamic envelope in the scientific community. The 

climatic variables can change during the day (sub hourly and hourly variations), during 
days (daily and weekly variations), during seasons (monthly variations), and – consid-

ering the climate changes – during decades. Moreover, if we consider that the users’ 

behaviour is constantly changing, the boundary conditions of the buildings energy phe-
nomena can be defined as extremely dynamic. This awareness has slowly lead to con-

sider the envelope as a multifunctional interface element rather than a single behaviour 

static boundary [29] improving the importance of considering all the interactions 
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between environment and buildings. This paradigm shift has lead also to increase the 

importance of the Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) because the traditional static ap-
proach can lead to disadvantages such as the summer overheating [30] or visual dis-

comfort [31] that cannot be addressed by static envelopes. Thanks to this new ap-

proach, many other fundamental aspects of the building physics – such as natural ven-
tilation [32], thermal, and visual comfort [33,34] – were considered in addition to the 

energy consumption as demonstrated by the growing number of studies on IEQ in the 

last years [35]. Hence, the latest efforts in the envelope design research fields are fo-
cused on the design of responsive technologies; these systems can change their prop-

erties – solar, thermal, optical, etc. as better described in following sections – to reduce 

the energy demand and improve the users’ comfort. Clearly, the dynamism of the en-

velope increases the complexity of the analyses adding a further degree of freedom to 
the phenomenon. For example, in the dynamic energy analyses, not only the external 

weather but also the envelope properties can change over time according to specific 

activation strategies – in the extrinsically controlled systems – or to the external envi-
ronment, in the intrinsically controlled system. Moreover, a further layer of complexity 

is provided by the uniqueness of each technology that can work on different aspects 

such as the control of the solar radiation – kinetic shading, chromogenic glazing, etc. 
–, on the thermal mass – Phase Change Materials (PCM) –, on the thermal transmit-

tance – variable transmittance envelopes –, or on a combination of the previous such 

as the PCM windows. 
Despite the potential of these technologies, they are still not widespread in the building 

field. One of the reasons of this slow spread is the lack of easy and proper tools to 

predict their behaviour. Currently, the energy modelling software include only few de-
fault, simple, and easily accessible responsive technologies – e.g. the dynamic curtains 

– while more sophisticated systems require specific programming knowledge and/or 

workarounds and are significantly more time consuming and less accessible. Hence, 
while many studies are conducting technological analyses on these devices, their en-

ergy analysis is getting behind and is still less diffuse.  
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Moreover, the energy results are strictly connected to the climate, settings, and model 

considered; this feature adds further clutter to a topic still under development. It follows 
that the available energy studies on the same technology are few and hardly compara-

ble. All these elements slow down the spread of responsive systems; this could be a 

missed opportunity to innovate the building envelope field with devices that allow to 
accommodate the environmental changes rather than simply providing a disconnection 

between internal and external environments. 

Furthermore, although these systems were conceived considering short and mid-term 
changes (sub hourly, hourly, daily, seasonal), their responsiveness could be helpful on 

larger time scales (decades) to address the above-mentioned effects of climate change 

that could occur during the whole envelope lifespan. Hence, evaluating and optimizing 

these systems in both current and future weather scenarios could drive the spread of 
these technologies improving the energy efficiency and the users’ comfort on a wider 

perspective.  

Therefore, the main research gaps found can be summed up in the following list: 
- Lack of proper simulation tools to easily analyse complex responsive envelopes 

in a single environment; 

- Current studies on responsive envelopes are strictly related to specific model, 
settings, and climates, therefore it is extremely difficult to conduct comparisons 

to study in deep the behaviour of each technology; 

- Few studies consider the benefits of responsive envelopes in both current and 
future climate scenarios. 

The aim of this work is to fill in these gaps providing all the required tools to allow easy, 

reliable, comparable, and future-projected energy analyses for complex responsive 
systems.  

To that end, after a preliminary detailed analysis of the most diffuse and promising 

responsive technologies, this study provides as main output the development of an 
interactive tool that allows to model these complex energy phenomena easily and reli-

ably. Considering that the intrinsic nature of these technologies is strictly dependant on 
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climate, the proposed platform allows to choose among 25 different European locations 

to compare and/or optimize the responsive systems in different climatic zones.  
Furthermore, in order to study, test, and compare different technologies in different 

contexts, the platform provides a reference model that allows to run comparable anal-

yses. Therefore, the behaviour and the main strengths and weaknesses of the analysed 
technologies can be studied in different contexts and can be easily compared.  

Moreover, in the light of the above introduction, specific modules regarding the future 

climate projections were included for two main reasons. Firstly, nowadays the energy 
assessment on buildings should not ignore the future climate projections to be consid-

ered truly up to dated; secondly, the dynamic nature of responsive systems can signif-

icantly help the buildings to adapt to long term variations. 

To sum up, the research questions that this work tries to analyse can be listed as fol-
lows:  

a) Which is the current state of the art in the responsive envelope design and en-

ergy analysis field?  
b) How can we study the features of a specific responsive technology in different 

geographical and climatic contexts running reliable comparisons? 

c) How can we simulate complex responsive technologies easily, rapidly, and in 
a single simulation environment without any programming workarounds? 

d) Can we provide the users with a fast and easy-to-use single tool that can ad-

dress all the previous points?  
The research activities conducted to address these questions were developed splitting 

the research questions in different coherent topics and working on different macro 

themes which are reflected in the structure of this work. In particular, after this brief 
introduction to the general context, the problem statement, and the main aims of the 

research, section 2 provides the state of the art of the main topics interested by this 

work to answer to the first research question (a). Going more in detail, section 2.1 
describes the state of the art of the responsive envelopes with a specific focus, on the 

one hand, on the nomenclature and classification and, on the other hand, on the tech-

nological functioning (subsections 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3). Moreover, subsection 2.1.4 
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provides a review of the main tools and workarounds available for the energy modelling 

of responsive envelopes. The state of the art of the second main topic of this work is 
provided in section 2.2 where climate change and future weather projections are de-

scribed from both a theoretical and a modelling point of view. To answer to the second 

research question (b), a specific methodological approach was adopted in this study; 
in particular, in section 3 all the propaedeutic models, weather files, and tools are pre-

sented, analysed, and adapted to this specific application.  

The main result of this research – that addresses the last two research questions (c, 
d) – is described in section 4 where a detailed presentation of the platform is pro-

vided. In particular, the first subsection (4.1) is focused on: structure of the platform, 

tools and libraries adopted, management of the general inputs, and output presenta-

tion. On the contrary, the second subsection (4.2) describes the required inputs and 
the simulation approach adopted for each specific responsive technology. Then, the 

third subsection (4.3) tests the platform considering a case study application where 

the platform has been tested to better define the limitations of this tool. According to 
the results obtained, the third subsection (4.3) highlights the main limitations found 

and the possible future developments of this research. Finally, the last section (5) 

sums up the study conducted and the results obtained; afterwards, three sections in-
cluding respectively acknowledgments, references and a brief Curriculum Vitae are 

provided. 
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2. STATE OF THE ART 
 

The complexity of the themes mentioned in the previous section, highlights the 

need of a thorough analysis of the current state of the art to define the main strengths 

and gaps of the research on these topics. 
The aim of this chapter is to define the current context of each of the subtopics that 

defines the research questions. Each following subsection addresses a specific topic 

which has been studied in deep and published in dedicated journal papers by the writer. 
In particular [36] was considered as main state of the art reference paper, [37] for the 

PCM subsection, [36,38] for the switchable gazing subsection, [36,38,39] for the dy-

namic shading state of the art, [40] for the modelling tools state of the art, and [41] for 
the climate change assessments. 

2.1 Responsive envelopes 

The framework described in the introductory section explains the increasing awareness 

among policymakers regarding the need to improve the energy efficiency in buildings. 

Researchers are supporting this new awareness – and the subsequent changes – fo-
cusing their attention on new technologies. In particular, among the different innovative 

solutions, this work is focused on responsive envelopes, namely those systems that 

aim to improve the energy efficiency and the users’ need through reversible changes 
of the device properties to adapt them to changing boundary conditions [42]. Depend-

ing on the specific technology, these systems can act on the control of the solar radi-

ation – both solar loads and daylighting –, on thermal storage and insulation, and on 
ventilation to adapt the envelope to different external stimuli [43]. Firstly, an in-depth 

description of the available nomenclature and classification systems is provided to al-

low a clear understanding of the proposed concepts. 
The fast spread of these concepts in recent years has led to a confusing use of many 

similar terms – e.g., adaptive, responsive, kinetic, etc. – even though the first theoriza-

tions of these concepts are older. One of the first conceptualization of responsiveness 
was provided by Negroponte [44] who defined architecture – in particular housings – 
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as “unresponsive”. This first architectural theorization was then declined in 1981, from 

a more technical point of view, in the paper “A wall for all seasons” [45]; in this article 
the author conceived a single layer transparent envelope to satisfy different perfor-

mance requirements. Notwithstanding these first theorizations, the real spread of these 

concepts started in the 21st Century thanks to the increasing development of new tech-
nologies and materials. In this renovated context, responsive [46], adaptive [47], kinetic 

[48], dynamic [49], intelligent [50], smart [51], and switchable [52] are the most com-

mon adjectives associated to envelopes with time-varying properties. Despite all these 
terms seem interchangeable, each one focuses on specific features which were theo-

rised in a previous study [36] and are visualized in figure 3. 

In the author’s opinion, the widest definition is given by the term “responsive” proposed 

in the Annex 44 of the IEA - Energy Conservation in Buildings and Community Systems 
Programme (IEA-ECBCS) [53]. According to this source, the Responsive Building Ele-

ments (RBEs) were defined as component that can react in a predefined way in re-

sponse to external stimuli or to users’ interaction to control the transfer and storage of 
heat, light, air, and water [54]. 

A slightly different definition can be adopted for adaptiveness; Loonen considers Cli-

mate Adaptive Building Shells (CABS) those envelopes that can change their properties 
repeatedly and reversibly according to a variation of the boundary conditions to improve 

the IEQ and reduce the energy demand [28]. In the writer’s opinion, this definition in-

cludes few technologies which are not literally “adaptive” (e.g. electrochromic glazing); 
on the contrary, the adaptive systems should include only self-triggering devices with 

autonomous sensing and actuating systems. 

While the previous definitions are usually considered extremely similar, the term kinetic 
is usually characterized by a slightly different meaning. The Acclimated Kinetic Enve-

lopes (AKEs) were defined by Wang et al. as envelopes that react to external stimuli 

with visible physical changes [55]; therefore, this definition is mainly focused on mac-
roscopic – usually the movement of building components – rather than microscopic 

variations. The term dynamic is usually adopted as synonym of kinetic even though 

dynamic is sometime used also in different contexts such as dynamic glazing. 
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Instead, the main feature of intelligent devices is their organization in specific compo-

nents for perception, cognition, and action to whom correspond sensors, controllers, 
and actuators [56]. Hence, thanks to this structure, these devices can change their 

properties through automated adjustments [57]. 

Another extremely diffuse term is “smart” which is usually associated to both materials 
and technologies; it is apparently very similar to “intelligent” but includes further shades 

of meaning. Smart materials can be classified in property exchanging or energy ex-

changing [58]; the former can change their thermal, mechanical, magnetic, optical, or 
electrical properties (e.g. photochromic films) while the latter can convert energy (e.g. 

photovoltaic). Although, the term smart can also be applied to larger contexts such as 

buildings, grids, or cities when the term smart is referred mainly to advanced control 

systems for interconnected operability [59]. This brief description highlights a wide 
possible use of the term smart which can be used to describe both intelligent and adap-

tive systems [60]. 

Finally, the last term considered in this brief review is “switchable”. This adjective is 
usually adopted in the windows and glazing field. The switchable glazing can modulate 

or switch its properties according to external stimuli; depending on its functioning it can 

be classified as actively (electrochromic) or passively (photochromic) controlled [52].  

 

Figure 3. Main adopted nomenclatures, possible overlapping, and examples [36].  
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This brief list of the nomenclature adopted in this research field hints the complexity of 

the topic and the broad number of different contributions and studies conducted in the 
last years. The spread of these studies and the large availability of disparate technolo-

gies were supported by the creation of different classification systems based on differ-

ent criteria. For example, one of the most recent systems [61] is based mainly on the 
opinions of the main stakeholders. Indeed, after interviewing architects, engineers, 

manufacturers, contractors, and operators, the authors defined four main families – 

dynamic shadings, chromogenic façade, solar active façade, and active ventilative fa-
çade – composed by 11 technologies overall. A further level of description is provided 

to each technology which could be classified based on its application-purpose (privacy, 

insulation, etc.), control type (manual, automated, etc.), building type (residential, etc.), 

and technology-material (wood, suspended particles, etc.). 
A different approach was considered by Loonen et al. who provided two different clas-

sification systems. The first one [42] considers the physics of the system (thermal, 

optical, air flow, and electrical) and then identifies its time scale (seconds, minutes, 
hours, seasons), its scale of adaptation (micro or macro), its control type (intrinsic or 

extrinsic) and its typology (built, subsystems, full scale, or reduced scale prototype).  

The second one [62] is a review of the first one and starts from the purpose-goal of the 
system (thermal comfort, indoor air quality, visual performance, acoustic quality, en-

ergy generation, personal control), then considers the responsive function (e.g. modu-

late solar gains), the operation (intrinsic or extrinsic), the technologies-materials 
adopted (e.g. PCM, switchable glazing), the response time, the spatial scale (building 

material, façade element, wall, fenestration, roof, whole building), the visibility (no, low, 

high) and finally the degree of adaptability (on/off or gradual). This last classification 
system is considered extremely complete and, therefore, was considered in this study 

as main reference.  

Referring to AKEs, the classification proposed by Wang et al. [63] could be considered 
as a possible approach. Firstly, the authors identify the relation between climate source 

and façade (solar responsive, air flow responsive, others). The following classification 

level considers the parameters that control the devices:  solar heat, daylight, solar 
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electricity for the solar responsive systems, natural ventilation, or wind electricity for 

the air flow responsive, and precipitation or air temperature are included in the “others” 
class. 

While these systems can describe the largest number of responsive technologies, other 

classification systems can be considered specifically for certain devices. For example, 
with regards to kinetic systems, another classification system [64] takes into account 

four main classification levels: kinematic (limited, medium, major, variable), control 

technique (direct-responsive, internal or direct, responsive indirect), system configura-
tion (embedded, dynamic), control limit (minor, medium, significant, variable), and cost 

(small, medium, big, huge). Combining these four criteria, different categories (skin 

unit systems, retractable systems, revolving buildings, and biomechanical buildings) 

can be identified to describe the considered system.  
Instead, a different approach was adopted by Ochoa and Capeluto [65] who consider 

three main categories (input elements, control processing elements, actuating ele-

ments) to classify the devices. Starting from these main classes, the authors reach 
more than 40 possible combinations branching each class in different subclasses (cat-

egory, design variable, sub-variable, common values). 

In the following subparagraphs the most promising technologies are described and 
classified in accordance with the nomenclature system proposed by Loonen et al. [62]. 

2.1.1 Phase Change Material 

This brief introduction foreshadows the wide range of technologies available; among 

these, the PCMs are undoubtedly one of the most developed thanks to a broad experi-

mentation conducted in past years [66,67] in different research fields including the 
buildings energy efficiency [68], waste heat recovery devices [69], the electronic field  

[70] and the aerospace field [71]. The main advantage of these materials lies in their 

capability to store and release naturally available heat in low-volume elements, improv-
ing their energy storage density [72]. Focusing the attention on the building design 

domain, the PCMs can mainly bring benefits to two macro topics investigated: the re-

duction of thermal consumptions and the reduction of thermal discomfort. Previous 
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studies [73] outlined the contribution of PCMs to the reduction of HVAC energy demand 

which could be decreased by up to 30% when applied as retrofit solutions for residential 
buildings in cold climates. Furthermore, these materials can also significantly reduce 

the thermal discomfort by stabilizing the indoor radiant temperature [74]. 

These advantages are strictly related to the physical behaviour of the materials and to 
the different products available; hence, it is fundamental to understand their nature and 

functioning to properly design a PCM-integrated building element. Every material can 

store and release heat through three different approaches: sensible heat storage (SHS), 
latent heat storage (LHS), and thermochemical heat storage. The latter is usually not 

applied to the building field while SHS and LHS strongly contribute to the thermal be-

haviour of the building [72]. Considering the SHS, the heat absorbed or released is 

related to the increase/decrease of temperature in relation to the mass of the body (m), 
the specific heat (c), and the variation of temperature (dT), as described in Equation 

(1). 

𝑄𝑄𝑆𝑆 = � 𝑚𝑚 𝑐𝑐 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑇𝑇2

𝑇𝑇1
 (1) 

On the contrary, during the LHS, the temperature of the material does not change as 
the heat absorbed/released triggers the change of phase as it happens, for example, in 

the melting from solid to liquid. In the LHS phase, the heat stored depends on the mass, 

the fraction melted (fm), and the variation of enthalpy of fusion per unit mass (Δhm) 

(Equation (2)). 
𝑄𝑄𝐿𝐿 =  𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑚𝑚 ∆ℎ𝑚𝑚 (2) 

Usually, both SHS and LHS can take part to thermal phenomena; for example, consid-

ering a gypsum-PCM board, the exchanged heat corresponds to the enthalpy variation 

of each material embedded in the board (gypsum and PCM in this case) according to 
equations (3), (4), and (5) [75]: 

∆𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 =  𝑚𝑚 ∙ [(1 − 𝑓𝑓) ∙ ∆ℎ𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚 +  𝑓𝑓 ∙ ∆ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃]  (3) 
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where, considering the complete melting of the PCM (fm = 1), the partial enthalpies 

are: 

∆ℎ𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚 = � 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑇𝑇2

𝑇𝑇1
  (4) 

∆ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = �� 𝑐𝑐𝑆𝑆 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 + ∆ℎ𝑚𝑚 + � 𝑐𝑐𝐿𝐿 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑇𝑇2

𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚

𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚

𝑇𝑇1
� (5) 

Where f is the mass fraction of the PCMs in gypsum, cS and cL are, respectively, the 

specific heat of the solid and liquid states, and Tm is the melting temperature of the 

PCM. 
It follows that, in the building field, to take advantage from the LHS, the melting tem-

perature of the PCMs should be within the human comfort range (20 °C–30 °C) [76]. 

In these cases, these materials can store a good amount of heat in low-volume ele-
ments without increasing their temperature affecting the users’ thermal comfort. Form 

a theoretical point of view, PCMs can store or release heat in different phase transitions: 

solid–solid, solid–liquid, gas–liquid, gas–solid [77]; nevertheless, usually, the solid–
liquid transitions take place in the building field.  

Depending on their composition, PCMs can be classified in three main classes: organic, 

inorganic, and eutectic. The first ones are composed of paraffins, fatty acids, fatty-acid 
esters, and sugar alcohols and, in general, can be classified as paraffin or non-paraffin. 

The main strength of organic PCMs is that they are not affected by phase segregation 

during repeated melting-freezing cycles and that they are slightly affected by super-

cooling. On the contrary, as paraffinic PCMs are derived from oil refining, their main 
weakness is the low ignition resistance that makes difficult the use of these materials 

for envelope applications.  Considering the melting temperature, organic PCMs ranges 

from -57°C to +187°C with a melting latent heat that varies between 85 and 300 J/g 
[78–80]; it follows that the choice of the right PCM is fundamental to optimize their 

functioning.  

Inorganic PCMs can be classified as salt-hydrates or metallic and the main difference 
with the organic PCMs is that they have higher density that allows to reach higher melt-

ing latent heat per unit volume, notwithstanding the similar enthalpy per mass. 
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Compared with organic PCMs, inorganic ones are characterized by higher ignition re-

sistance, higher conductivity, and higher melting points. The main disadvantages of 
these materials are related to the risk of supercooling, phase segregation, and corro-

sion. Finally, the eutectic PCMs combine the main properties of different kind of PCMs 

with the same melting points; depending on the materials adopted to create the eutectic 
PCMs, they can be classified as organic–organic, inorganic–inorganic, and organic–

inorganic. 

From a technological point of view, to avoid damaging interactions between PCMs and 
environment or other materials, they are usually encapsulated. This process can also 

help to reduce the risk of corrosion and phase segregation improving, besides, their 

handling and the heat exchange surface [81,82]. These capsules can be made of dif-

ferent materials - aluminium, plastic, polyolefin, rubber, polymers, etc. – and different 
shapes (balls, tubes, plates, and boxes) [82]. According to the size of the adopted 

capsules, the encapsulation process can be classified as macroencapsulation (d > 1 

mm), microencapsulation (1 μm < d < 1 mm), or nanoencapsulation (d < 1 μm). 

From a technological point of view, the application of PCMs in the building field was 
largely studied and most of the solutions developed can be classified into two main 

categories: active and passive storage systems. The formers work using heat exchang-

ers and forced convection and are classified into direct and indirect systems. In indirect 
systems the transfer medium (the fluid) and the storage element are distinguished; on 

the contrary in direct systems the heat transfer fluid performs both functions [83]. Many 

applications were developed for active systems [84] applied to different building ele-

ments such as  suspended ceilings [85,86], ventilation systems [87,88], double-skin 
envelopes [89], solar collectors [90,91], heat storage water tanks [92,93], integrated 

photovoltaics [94,95], and building cores enhanced with PCMs activated through the 

use of pipes [96].  
On the contrary, no forced convection can be used in passive systems; hence, these 

systems are simply classified depending on the placement of the PCMs in the building 

element, thus: inside the material, as a new layer, and in windows or as sun protection 
[97]. When encapsulated, PCMs can be easily embedded in other construction 
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materials (concrete [98], plaster [99], cellulose, or glass fibres [100]) increasing the 

overall thermal inertia of the building component. Another way to increase the thermal 
inertia – usually with reference to lightweight constructions – is to create a new layer 

with PCMs embedded boards; in particular, PCMs-enhanced gypsum plasterboards or 

PCM sandwich panels [101] are often used as additional layers to improve the envelope 
overall performance. The use of PCMs as additional layers is quite widespread thanks 

to the different commercial products already available. For example, among the micro-

encapsulated PCMs-enhanced gypsum plasterboards Rigips-Saint Gobain markets the 
Alba Balance board, while Delta-Cool24 (Dorken) or the Energain (Dupont) are other 

commercial products that uses macroencapsulated PCMs in plates or bags.  

Another completely different use of PCMs in building components regards the solar 

protection. Different studies evaluate the use of these materials in internal blinds [102] 
or inside the windows adding, for example, additional gaps behind the inner glazing  

[103]. 

As already mentioned, the broad variability of the PCMs melting point requires a dedi-
cated study to select the proper material for each application. In accordance with pre-

vious studies [77,104–106] the optimal melting point for cooling applications is up to 

21°C, while for heating applications the optimal melting point is 22°C or 2 °C above the 
heating setpoint. Regarding other applications of PCMs in the building field, the optimal 

melting temperature for thermal comfort ranges between 22 and 28°C while hot water 

applications require higher temperatures usually between 29 and 60°C. Instead, very 
high melting points are required for waste heat recovery applications.  

For this study, a PCM new layer was implemented as inner layer of external walls, as 

better described in the following sections.  

2.1.2 Switchable glazing 

Thanks to the spread of glazed envelopes and to their high suitability for retrofitting 
interventions, new devices that are recently catching the attention of both researchers 

and manufacturers are based on switchable glazing. Due to the high number of tech-

nologies available, they are usually classified depending on their control type. Extrinsic 
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or active devices are controlled and triggered by a sensor-processor-actuator system 

that allows a flexible control of the window. On the contrary, intrinsic or passive devices 
can self-adjust their properties according to environmental stimuli – such as solar ra-

diation, temperature, humidity etc. – that trigger the envelope response. Each of the 

following subsections describes in detail the most diffuse and promising technologies 
adopted in the building field domain excluding all those devices (e.g., Liquid Crystal and 

Suspended Particle Devices) adopted only for aesthetic or privacy applications or in 

other application fields [107]. 

2.1.2.1 Extrinsically controlled glazing  

Electrochromic, plasmonic electrochromic, and nanocrystal in-glass composites 

One of the most evolved active switchable systems is, undoubtedly, the Electrochromic 

(EC) technology thanks to its capability to switch – according to customizable settings 

– its transmittance properties. The switch between bleached and coloured state is al-
lowed thanks to a reversible oxidation or reduction reaction that occurs as a response 

to an electrical stimulus in a 5-layers coating applied to the glazed panes. The coating 

outer layers are two external transparent conductive layers respectively followed by EC 

films deposited on each conductor and an intermediate electrolyte layer [108,109] as 
shown in figure 4.  

 
Figure 4. Typical structure and functioning – schematic and not to scale – of EC devices. [110]. 
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When an external low voltage is applied to the transparent conductive layers, the cations 

– usually H+ or Li+– embedded in the electrolyte are displaced from the cathodic to the 
anodic or ion-storage coating. Hence, due to this lack of electrical balance, electrons 

move from the conductors to the coatings, or vice versa, changing the transmittance 

properties of the window. EC devices can be classified as Conventional ElectroChromic 
(CEC), Near Infrared Radiation switching EC (NEC) and Dual-Band ElectroChromic 

(DBEC) according to the specific EC film adopted which can act on specific solar radi-

ation wavelengths. While CECs can change their transmittance properties contempora-
neously on Near Infrared Radiation (NIR) and on Visible Light (VL) spectra, NECs act 

only on the NIR spectrum changing the thermal behaviour without affecting the day-

lighting. A more flexible behaviour is offered by the DBECs which can assume three 

different states: transparent in both NIR and VL spectra, dark in the NIR spectrum and 
transparent in the VL spectrum, and dark in both NIR and VL spectra [111]. 

In the NECs the use of doped semiconducting nanocrystals allows the modulation of 

the surface plasmon [112] that increases the spectral shift. For example, using the tin 
doped indium oxide (ITO) – which is characterized by a localized surface plasmon res-

onance (LSPR) in the NIR spectrum – allows to reach a larger spectral shift thanks to 

the electrochemical doping effect [113]. The DBECs are based on a similar functioning 
but their different structure results, sometimes, in a different definition (nanocrystal in-

glass composites); despite this, as the functioning criterion is exactly the same of the 

CEC, they can be considered simply a different EC application. This technology uses 
the ITO nanocrystals embedded in a niobium oxide (NbOx) glassy matrix [114]; this 

specific structure allows to change the optical properties in different ways according to 

the applied voltage as the nanocrystals and the glassy matrix perform differently. When 
the highest voltage is applied (4 V) both materials are in their clear configuration, when 

the voltage is decreased (2.3 V) only the nanocrystals – which act on the NIR spectrum 

– turn dark and, finally, with the lowest voltage (1.5 V) the device acts on both NIR and 
VL spectra as both materials are in their dark states [114]. 

To sum up, among the main advantages of EC technology, we can consider 

[38,115,116]:  
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• possible users’ extrinsic control, 

• possible complex sensing and control algorithms to improve energy efficiency 

and IEQ, 

• low switching voltage (1-5 V), 

• good open circuit or optical memory, 

• power absorption only during the switching phase (depending on the optical 

memory), 

• minimal polarization with a subsequent reduction of birefringence and distor-

tion, 

• the possibility to apply to large areas, 

• a good building integration and retrofitting suitability, 

• low maintenance costs. 

On the other hand, the high investment cost and the aesthetical issues related to their 

chromatic change could slow down their spread [38].  

Colour-temperature-tunable window  

As just mentioned, one of the limits of the EC devices is the aesthetical issue related to 

their changing colour. The colour-temperature-tunable windows try to overcome this 
issue thanks to an additional feature that allows the control of the light colour temper-

ature and not only the modulation of the quantity of light transmitted (used for shading 

purposes). This property is obtained through the use of an electrophoretic dispersion 
of dual-particles of 2 biprimary complementary colours controlled by three properly 

located electrodes that move the coloured particles in the electrophoretic dispersion.  

This displacement leads to different states of the window from the neutral clear state to 
the neutral dark one [117].    

 
Gasochromic glazing 

The gasochromic glazing (GC) is an active technology based on the use of a thin gas-
ochromic layer deposited on the glass pane. This GC layer reacts with certain 
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chemicals, such as H2 and O2, that trigger a reversible coloration of the layer changing 

the overall transmittance properties of the window [118]. Unlike the EC systems, the 
GC devices are less complex and expensive as they are based on a single GC porous 

layer (figure 5) instead of a 5 layers EC system. From a chemical point of view, the GC 

layer is made of a tungsten oxide (WO3) film with different textures, morphologies, and 
compositions even though recent studies [119] are also considering the molybdenum 

oxide (MoO3), which is usually adopted as photochromic film, as GC film. In order to 

trigger the chemical reactions, the window cavity is filled with H2 or O2 to switch, re-
spectively, from bleached to dark state or from dark to bleached state [120]. The win-

dow cavity – which is usually filled with Argon to stabilize H2 and reduce the thermal 

transmittance – is connected to a piping and pumping system that can fill the cavity 

with these gases according to the required state. The switch from clear to dark state is 
due to a chemical reaction on the GC layer – which is covered by a thin (4 - 5 nm) 

platinum or palladium catalyst – triggered by the H2 pumped in the cavity. When the 

cavity is filled with O2, the chemical bond between H2 and O2 (that produces H2O) allows 
to return to the clear configuration as shown in figure 5.  

 
Figure 5. Typical structure and functioning – schematic and not to scale – of WO3 GC devices [110]. 
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Deformation Tunable Device  

While EC and GC windows can be considered similar from a technological point of 
view, the so-called Deformation Tunable Devices are based on a completely different 

functioning. In particular, rather than considering a chemical reaction, the Deformation 

Tunable Devices change their properties through a microscale deformation of the de-
vice itself. The windows opacity can be changed wrinkling the window surface through 

reversible microscopic geometric deformations that change the light scattering. Com-

pared with chromogenic materials, the main advantage of this technology relies in its 

colour neutrality in all the configurations. Controlling the surface topography is a devel-
oping technique which is going to increase its spread thanks to the wide experimenta-

tions conducted in different fields such as dry adhesives or micro-lens arrays [121]. 

These devices are composed by silver nanowires embedded in a soft dielectric elasto-
mer; when a specific voltage is applied to the nanowires, the elastomer changes its 

geometry from a microscopic point of view. It follows that this new irregular surface 

changes the light refraction with a resulting lower transmittance at all the wavelengths 
[122]. 

Considering the same functioning criterion, the deformation of the surface can be also 

obtained triggering the wrinkling or flattening of the surface directly applying the strain 
to specific devices such as those composed by silica particles embedded in a polydi-

methylsiloxane (PDMS) film [123]. Considering these specific systems, the activating 

input is the mechanical stretching or release input rather than the electrical voltage var-
iation. Nevertheless, despite the potential of these systems, currently no specific stud-

ies applied to the energy behaviour of buildings are available. 

Windows with variable thermal transmittance 

The concept behind these devices is based on the need to reduce the overheating risk 
during summer in highly insulated envelopes. Indeed, despite the benefits of highly in-

sulated envelopes is clear during winter and during summer air conditioning period, 

reducing the thermal transmittance can reduce the benefits related, for example, to the 
summer night heat flows. Hence, these devices try to find a balance between these 
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behaviours minimizing the thermal transmittance when required (i.e., during winter or 

during summer when the systems are on) and increasing the heat flows when required 
(i.e., during summer when the systems are off and the outdoor temperature is lower 

than the indoor temperature). The most straightforward way to reach this goal, is 

changing the U-values of opaque or transparent systems according to specific inputs. 
From a typological point of view, the variable U-values can be obtained in different ways 

and the variable U systems can be classified as: variable air convection, variable liquid 

convection, variable gas pressure, variable surface interaction, and movable insulation 
[124]. Specifically, considering the variable U windows, the most developed devices 

are based on the principles of the variable convection and movable insulation mecha-

nisms. Usually, the air convection of the cavity is modified moving an insulating pane, 

installed within the cavity, from the top to the middle of the cavity and vice versa. 
Clearly, to ensure the functionality and the transparency of the window, the intermediate 

insulating pane should be a translucent material – such as open pore melamine foam 

(λ = 0.035 W/mK) or aerogel materials (λ = 0.013 W/mK) – which can provide both 

low conductivity and a certain amount of incoming light. When the panel is in its top 
position, the air convection around the panel is not allowed; on the contrary, moving 

the panel in its middle position, a large-scale convection phenomenon is triggered by 

the temperature differences as represented in figure 6 [125].  

 

Figure 6. Typical structure and functioning of a window with variable thermal transmittance based on 
variable air convection. 
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Another way to change the thermal transmittance is to adopt movable insulation tech-

nologies which can be implemented in both opaque and transparent envelopes. For 
example, the number of the envelope air cavities can be increased or decreased using 

a series of rollable films that modifies the configuration of the air cavity changing, as 

consequence, the overall thermal transmittance [126]. In particular, rolling out the films, 
the heat flow through the envelope is reduced thanks to a series of thin air cavities; on 

the contrary, rolling up the films allows to increase the heat flow thanks to a single 

larger air cavity. 
The main advantages of the two above-described variable U devices are [38]: 

• possible users’ extrinsic control, 

• possible complex sensing and control algorithms to improve energy efficiency 

and IEQ, 

• low triggering energy.  

With reference to the main weaknesses, following drawbacks can be identified [38]: 

• difficult maintenance, 

• low visible transmittance for glazed devices,  

• partial reduction of the external view. 

 

2.1.2.2 Intrinsically controlled glazing  

Thermochromic windows 

Moving towards intrinsically controlled systems, Thermochromic (TC) windows are 

one of the most developed systems thanks to their passive behaviour driven by the 

temperature variation.  TC materials can dynamically change their properties in accord-
ance with their temperature triggering a self-adapting behaviour as response to the ex-

ternal environmental variations. Each TC material is characterized by a certain critical 

transition temperature. Below this threshold the material is in its monoclinic state and 
acts as a semiconductor, less reflective in the NIR spectrum. On the contrary, exceed-

ing the transition temperature, the TC material changes its internal configuration 
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changing from monoclinic to rutile state; in the rutile state the material behaves like a 

semi-metal increasing, hence, the NIR reflections [127]. 
It follows that these systems do not require any sensors, controllers, or actuators sim-

plifying significantly the overall complexity of these devices. Among the TC materials, 

the most adopted for windows applications are the vanadium dioxide (VO2) [128], hy-
drogels, liquid crystals, ionic liquids [129], and perovskite [130]. Two macro behaviour 

can be identified in these systems; in particular, during the crystal transition VO2 nano-

crystals, ionic liquids, and perovskite TC materials can directly change the absorbance 
intensity or the absorbance peak. A slightly different behaviour characterizes the hydro-

gels and liquid crystals which vary their scattering and reflecting properties acting on 

the phase separation and on the orientation of the crystals rather than on the spectral 

absorbance [131]. The most considered TC material for windows application is the VO2 

which is characterized by a transition temperature of 68°C that triggers phase transition 

of the crystals. As previously mentioned, the transition in these materials improves the 

absorbance in the NIR spectrum without affecting the VL and UV wavelengths. Clearly, 
for building applications, this behaviour may need some improvements for example to 

reduce the transition temperature or to act also on the VL spectrum. To that end, spe-

cific dopants such as Tungsten and Magnesium can be added respectively to reduce 
the transition temperature and to change the VL absorbance. These devices can be 

coupled with other technologies – such as electrochromic, electrothermal, or photo-

chromic materials – to develop highly performance multifunctional TC windows [131]. 

Photochromic glazing 

The Photochromic (PC) systems are based on the chromogenic properties of certain 

PC materials that change their colour in a reversible manner when exposed to specific 

solar wavelengths. In the building field, the PC materials are usually embedded in a 
transparent matrix to create a PC film to be applied on a transparent substrate – usually 

glass – to add a dynamic behaviour to the windows. This dynamic behaviour can be 

obtained with different PC materials which are classified as organic or inorganic. The 

former, are characterized by a transition between two chemical isomers triggered by 
solar radiation; this transition leads to a change in the absorbance spectra that provides 
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the required dynamism of the solar properties. Organic PC molecules can, in turn, be 

classified as thermal reversible – or thermally stable – and thermal irreversible – or 
thermally unstable – depending on their bleaching mode. The thermally stable mole-

cules return in their clear state when exposed to visible light; on the contrary, the ther-

mally unstable molecules turn back to their original colour when heated or irradiated 
with light [131]. Molecules such as diarylethene [132], spiropyran, and spirooxazine 

[133] are included in the organic class; among these, spirooxazine molecules are the 

most used in the building field for aesthetical reasons as they turn from transparent to 
a blue state rather than to the red/purple colour typical in other materials.  

Instead, the inorganic molecules – such as the transition metal oxides WO3, TiO2, MoO3 

etc. – behave in a different way. For example, the WO3 – which is particularly suitable 

for building applications for its transparent/blue colours – can change colour thanks to 
a redox reaction triggered by photons [134]. Hence, when the PC film is irradiated, 

pairs of electrons and holes are formed and the reactions between WO3, hydrogen ions, 

and electrons form the HxWO3 compound that changes the colour of the film. When the 
solar radiation goes below a certain threshold, the PC film returns reversibly in its clear 

state. The modulation range of these devices is lower than other chromogenic technol-

ogies and this feature leads to lower energy savings in the building field, even though 
only few studies consider the energy benefits of these devices [109]. 

 

Photoelectrochromic and Photovoltachromic glazing 

The PhotoElectroChromic (PEC) devices can be considered the passive adaptation of 
the EC systems thanks to the use of renewable energy sources to trigger the EC redox 

reaction. To achieve this goal, the EC films are usually coupled with photovoltaic (PV) 

materials – such as dye sensitized TiO2 – to self-produce the energy required for mod-
ulating the transmittance properties. It follows that these systems can be used both as 

intrinsically and extrinsically controlled depending on the management of the device. 

PECs are usually classified with regards to materials, layers’ structure, and state of 

aggregation [135]. Considering the structure of the systems, the EC and PV materials 
can be located on the same substrate – in the so-called combined devices – or can be 
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placed on different electrodes in the separated devices [136] as shown in figure 7. A 

further evolution of these systems was proposed by Wu et al. [137] who developed a 
PhotoVoltaChromic (PVC) device to increase the amount of energy produced exceeding 

the threshold required for the EC films activation. After the complete transition of the 

EC films to the dark state, the exceeding energy produced can be used in any other 
electrical applications within the electrical grid. Thanks to this feature, the PVC devices 

can produce energy, reduce the energy demand (from -6% to -32% [138]), and reduce 

the glare discomfort. 

 

Figure 7. Typical structures – schematic and not to scale – of a TiO2 PEC device. [110] 

Shading fluid windows  

Among the intrinsically controlled devices, a very simple and cheap system was devel-

oped by Fazel et al. [139] thanks to the shading effect of a thin coloured fluid layer. 
Depending on the temperature, this coloured fluid moves within a small cavity, chang-

ing the shading effect of the device. With reference to the structure of the device, the 

shading fluid windows can be classified as gas-liquid or liquid-liquid devices. In the 
former the expansion of a transparent gas pushes the shading fluid in a small cavity; 

on the contrary, in the liquid-liquid devices, a transparent liquid or a coloured liquid – 

characterized by different thermal expansion coefficients – are pushed alternatively ac-
cording to the temperature variation.  
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PCM windows 

Thanks to the spread of glazed façade in the last years, the performances of transparent 
envelopes were improved from different point of views. While the thermal, solar, and 

visible properties were significantly improved, the low thermal inertia of windows is still 

an open topic, especially in hot climates. The PCM window is an innovative responsive 
technology that tries to increase the thermal inertia of glazed envelopes through the use 

of translucent PCMs within the windows’ cavity. These systems are usually based on 

paraffin PCMs which are translucent in their solid state and fully transparent in the liquid 

state. An example of paraffine wax PCM windows was proposed by Goia et al. [140] 
who studied a 8-15-6 mm Double Glazing Unit (DGU) with a cavity filled with a Rubi-

therm commercial grade paraffine wax (melting temperature of 35° C and a heat store 

capacity of 170 J/g). The experimental results highlighted that the increased thermal 
inertia led to an improved energy performance during summer in a temperate climate. 

Another study [141] evaluated the effect of the use of PCM windows from a daylighting 

point of view; in particular, in this study, the PCM windows showed a better visual 
comfort (intended as useful illuminance and Daylight Glare Probability) only when sky 

luminance is low. The main issue of PCM windows is that the melting and solidification 

act simultaneously on different physical domains reducing the control of the system. 
While, on the one hand, certain behaviours such as the heat storage during the melting 

phase are improved, on the other hand, the summer solar properties are worsened in 

the liquid phase, hence, predicting their behaviour could be more complex. Despite this, 
the benefits on the thermal inertia can be fundamental to improve the overall windows 

performance, therefore it could be worth considering this technology. To sum up, fol-

lowing main strengths can be identified [38,142]: 

• improved time shift of the heat loads during summer, 

• increase of the thermal mass and of the heat storage phenomenon, 

• reduction of surface temperature and subsequent improvement of the thermal 

comfort, 

• low maintenance cost, 

• low glare risk in the solid phase configuration thanks to a good scattering effect. 
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On the other hand, following weaknesses can slow down the spread of these devices 

[38,142]: 

• low fire safety related to the paraffine flammability, 

• chemical incompatibility with sealants, 

• reduction of daylight and external view in the solid phase configuration, 

• high solar transmission in the liquid phase configuration, 

• aesthetic inhomogeneity during the melting/solidification phase, 

• no external controls allowed, 

• improvement in the summer period corresponds to worsening during winter, 

• strictly climate-dependant.  

2.1.3 Dynamic Shading 

Fixed shading systems were largely adopted in the vernacular architecture in hot cli-

mates using different materials – ranging from clay to wood [143] – to control the direct 
solar radiation. The spread of modern architecture led to a gradual dismission of these 

systems up to1973 when the energy crisis pushed the designers to reconsider passive 

strategies to reduce the energy demand. Hence, starting from the static systems, recent 

studies have developed a wide set of solutions to adapt this concept to the new aware-
ness that the external environment is highly dynamic.  

The first expressions of this new awareness have spread in the first half of the 20th 

century with examples such as the “Girasole villa” designed by Angelo Invernizzi in 
1930. In this project, the author – inspired by the sunflowers’ movement – considers 

the dynamism in the building design through the rotation of the whole building around 

a vertical axis to improve the solar access of the inner glazed courtyard [34]. This pro-
ject is also one of the first examples of a biomimetic concept, a new approach that 

emulates the natural principles to solve engineering problems [144]. These new con-

cepts supported by strong technical and technological improvements, have led to a 
fruitful experimentation period in the envelope design field, whose outputs are a wide 

set of dynamic shading systems with disparate shapes, functioning strategies, and ac-

tivation criteria. Despite their high variability, all these kinetic shadings can always be 
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considered comprised of components for perception, cognition, and action [56] and 

one of the main classifications for these systems is based on the integration degree of 
these three components. In particular, in autonomous (or adaptive) systems the per-

ception, cognition, and action are embedded in the shading structure – hence they can 

be classified as intrinsically controlled – while in non-autonomous (or automated) sys-
tems these components are outsourced to sensors, controllers, and actuators. For ex-

ample, all those shadings that consider solar-activated Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) 

wires embedded in the shading fibres [145,146] can be classified as autonomous sys-
tems. In the solar-activated SMAs shadings the system is triggered by a thermal stim-

ulus (dependant on incident solar radiation and air temperature) that “naturally” 

changes the shape of the SMAs wires and, accordingly, the whole shading. Hence, 

when directly activated by the outdoor temperature and solar radiation, these systems 
are autonomous as perception, cognition, and action are all handled by the SMA wire. 

Nevertheless, the same system can be classified as automated – hence extrinsically 

controlled – when the SMAs wires are activated through electrically-induced heat 
[147,148]. In this case, the perception is handled by one or more sensors (daylighting, 

solar radiation, indoor/outdoor temperature sensor, etc.), the cognition is handled by a 

controller (or by the user), while the action is handled by the activation system. The 
Piraeus Tower [145] and the Tent, Curtain and Blind prototypes [147] can be consid-

ered two examples of the different use of the SMAs in dynamic systems; the former is 

directly triggered by the solar radiation (figure 8) while in the latter the activating heat 
is produced through electrical current. 

 

Figure 8. Examples of intrinsically controlled SMA screen of the Piraeus Tower. [110] 
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In general, the automated systems can be considered more flexible and can be cus-

tomized according to specific needs simply changing the activation threshold or the 
sensors. It follows that the automated systems are more developed and includes very 

heterogeneous systems ranging from SMA systems to mechanical [149] and hydraulic 

[150] systems. The automated mechanically activated systems are already well devel-
oped and there are different built examples ranging from very simple devices such as 

venetian blinds to complex three-dimensional shading patterns. The application of ex-

ternal mechanical stimuli triggers three different kinds of movements of the shading 
elements: translation, rotation (swivel, revolving, swing), or their combination (folding, 

expanding, and contracting) [151]. Built applications of complex automated shadings 

have spread since the end of last century. For example, the well-known Arab World 

Institute realized in Paris in 1988 by Jean Nouvel is characterized by a dynamic façade 
constituted by 240 main shutters that increase or reduce the amount of incoming light 

thanks to 30000 light sensitive diaphragms (sensors), a central computer (controller), 

and a mechanical system (actuator)[152]. Another recent and different example of an 
automated dynamic shading is the one realized by Aedas and Arup in 2013 for the Al 

Bahr Towers in Dubai were the designers merged the concept of the Islamic 

“Mashrabiya” screens with three-dimensional mechanically activated origami umbrel-
las [153]. This shading system is composed by 1049 triangular origami elements that 

cover the glazed curtain wall of two 150 m tall circular towers on the southern, eastern, 

and western exposures [154].  

 

Figure 9. Functioning criterion of the Al Bahr Tower shading system [110]  
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Each element of the shading system can fold or unfold according to the sun position 

thanks to a barycentric pushing piston that can move the middle point of the shading 
element up to 1m, folding the panels and providing up to 85% of unshaded area (Fig. 

9) [155]. 

To improve the durability and the overall performances, the shading elements are made 
of Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) coated glass fibre mesh and the system was largely 

tested before the realization. In particular, more than 30000 opening-closing cycles 

were conducted in a climatic chamber to evaluate the behaviour under different bound-
ary conditions such as different temperatures, presence of sand and salt water on the 

joints, etc. 

A further boost to the development of these systems was provided by the spread of 

biomimetics and phytomimetics concepts [156]. Indeed, starting from nature-inspired 
solutions and supported by new technological advancements, a new class of shading 

systems based on specific fibres anisotropy was developed by researchers to improve 

the buildings’ performance. Similarly to what happens in nastic structures, adopting 
specific distribution and orientation of the material’s fibres allows the movement of the 

shading systems. This movement can be triggered directly by environmental stimuli 

(e.g., solar activated SMAs) in the autonomous systems or by external energy source 
in the automated systems. For example, Flectofin ® [149] is an automated flapping 

shading system inspired by the Strelizia reginae plant based on the anisotropy of Glass 

Fibre-Reinforced Polymer. In this device, the external compression or bending force 
causes the buckling of the shading element that rotates around the vertical axis reduc-

ing the incoming solar radiation.  

As already mentioned, coupling these concepts to smart materials – e.g., Shape 
Memory Alloys (SMAs), Shape Memory Polymers (SMPs), and Shape Memory Hybrids 

(SMHs) – allows to design new technologies embedding the actuators (automated sys-

tem) or sensors and actuators (autonomous system) within the shading element itself.  
This brief introduction to the main different available dynamic systems shows an ex-

tremely faceted scenario and, according to the device and activation criterion consid-

ered, dynamic shadings can reduce energy demand up to 20% - 34% [157].  
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Considering the great heterogeneity of these devices, specific pros and cons could be 

identified for each technology. However, on the whole, considering automated or ex-
trinsically controlled systems, following main advantages can be identified [38]: 

• possible users’ extrinsic control, 

• possible complex sensing and control algorithms to improve energy efficiency 

and IEQ, 

• wide range of possible solutions. 

On the other hand, the main weaknesses of these systems are [38]: 

• high maintenance costs of the mechanical systems,  

• high architectural integration needed, 

• partial reduction of the external view (strictly dependant on the system 

adopted). 

On the contrary, considering the autonomous or intrinsically controlled dynamic sys-

tems, the specific strengths and weaknesses are strictly related to the specific device 
adopted. 

 

2.1.4 Responsive envelopes and modelling tools 

The previous subsections have highlighted a broad number of technologies with a wide 

range of functioning. Not every responsive system can be simulated in an energy sim-
ulation software and the main aim of this subsection is to highlight the main approaches 

that can be adopted to analyse innovative responsive technologies from an energy point 

of view. Currently, a large number of simulation software is available to model energy 
phenomena; among these the most used are IDA ICE, TRNSYS, EnergyPlus, IES-VE, 

and ESP-r [51]. ESP-r is an open-source simulation tool based on a finite volume ap-

proach; it allows to describe the building from an energy, heat, and moisture point of 
view. IES-VE is a commercial software largely used in the design field thanks to its 

easy-to-use interface and to its high integration with sustainability rating systems. TRN-

SYS is a commercial software based on a graphical environment used to simulate the 
behaviour of transient systems where users can easily modify existing components or 
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create new ones, extending the capabilities of the environment [158]. IDA Indoor Cli-

mate and Energy (ICE) [159] is a commercial software that can model buildings, sys-
tems, and its controllers to analyse energy consumption and users’ comfort.  

A deeper insight is provided for EnergyPlus which is the reference tool for the developed 

platform and it is one of the most robust and widely-used energy analysis tools [160]; 
moreover, this software includes a set of functions that allows to model different re-

sponsive technologies which are the main focus of this work. The modelling ap-

proaches for responsive envelopes in EnergyPlus can be divided in two main classes; 
the first one – the easiest – is based on default computational modules while the second 

one is based on the internal programming module called Energy Management System 

(EMS). The first approach can be used for technologies such as PCM [161], thermo-

chromic [162], electrochromic glazing [163], and some shading systems as better 
explained later. Instead, considering the second approach, the users can freely include 

additional algorithms in the simulation writing in the EMS module the right strings of 

code. The EMS sensors can transform the variables and parameters used during the 
EnergyPlus simulation (e.g., the indoor temperature) in inputs for the additional code 

created in the EMS. Hence, starting from these inputs, the users – after a certain num-

ber of operations described in the EMS program – can change schedules, properties, 
etc. using the EMS actuators that can change the EnergyPlus simulation inputs. This 

second approach is clearly more complex than the previous one but allows, theoreti-

cally, many other applications such as for example photochromic windows [164] or 
opaque thermochromic materials [165].  

Looking in detail the first approach, PCMs can be modelled as a standard material and 

the latent heat storage can be applied through the specific “MaterialProp-
erty:PhaseChange” module where the user can describe the enthalpy curve of the ma-

terial through the input of temperatures and relative enthalpies. To improve the accuracy 

of the results, the simulation algorithm should be changed in “Conduction Finite Differ-
ence” and the simulation timesteps should be more than 20.  

To model thermochromic window, the users should consider a specific window object 

called “WindowMaterial:GlazingGroup:Thermochromic”. This component allows to 
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associate different glazing materials to specific temperatures; hence, during the simu-

lation, depending on the glazing temperature, the software considers the properties as-
sociated to that specific temperature. 

The EC windows can be modelled as switchable windows providing both the clear and 

the dark state as separate traditional constructions. The shading effect of the EC film 
can be simulated using the “WindowShadingControl” module that allows to choose 

among different shading type including the switchable glazing. Hence, selecting switch-

able glazing, the software switches between the two provided constructions according 
to the activation criterion selected. As the EC window is modelled substantially as a 

shading system, further details of the possible activation criteria and controls are pro-

vided below in the paragraph concerning the solar shading.  

Regarding solar shading systems, EnergyPlus offers different possible choices to 
model and control these systems even though with certain limitations. The shading 

systems are classified in EnergyPlus as external obstacle to the solar radiation (called 

attached/detached shading surfaces) or as an additional window layer (i.e., window 
material). Trees, other buildings, overhang, fins, etc. can be included in the first class 

while additional window layers can be used to model blinds, screens, drapes or pull-

down shades [166]. Nevertheless, only few of these can be modelled as dynamic sys-
tems, in particular blinds (which can be interior, exterior, or between glass), shades 

(which can be interior, exterior, or between glass), and screens (which can be only 

exterior) are the only shading types that can be controlled by specific strategy. From a 
modelling point of view, the user can select from the “WindowShadingControl” module 

the desired shading system similarly to what already described for EC windows. Table 

1 provides an overview of all the possible solar shading systems and their control strat-
egies (where available). The same control system can be considered for EC windows 

as they are treated as windows shading systems as already mentioned. 

As clearly described in the table, the dynamic control strategies can be applied only to 
windows’ additional layer, hence no dynamic external surfaces can be considered in 

the default EnergyPlus modules. Another important limitation of these default module 

regards the possible states of the shading systems which can switch its configurations 
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only between two states: retracted or activated. Therefore, no intermediate states can 

be easily modelled; for example, a partly shaded window can be simulated only splitting 
the window in two or more parts. With regards to dynamic systems, splitting the win-

dows in parts could be more difficult to adopt as different part of the same window 

would be controlled separately and for a proper and advanced control the users should 
probably consider additional scripts in EMS.  

It is worth highlighting that, currently, the change of shape of external shadings cannot 

be obtained by simply modifying the shading vertex coordinates in EnergyPlus through 
the EMS because the shadowing analysis is run at the beginning of the simulation and, 

therefore, following changes in the shading shapes are not taken into account and do 

not affect the simulation.  

Considering this heterogeneous simulation context, one of the aims of this research is 
to provide a single tool that allows to simulate different responsive technologies in the 

same environment and in a comparable way making these themes more accessible 

also to non-expert users. 

Table 1. Shading systems available in EnergyPlus v.9.4. [40] 

Category Shading types Possible control systems 

At-
tached- 

Detached 
Shading 
Surfaces 

Shading: Site 
Shading: Building 

Shading: Site:Detailed 

Shading:Overhang 
Shading:Over-

hang:Projection 

Shading:Fin 
Shading:Fin:Projection 

Shading:Zone:Detailed 

None 
(Static shadings) 
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Addi-
tional 

Window 
material 

 
blinds  

(interior, exterior,  

or between glass) 
 

shades  

(interior, exterior,  
or between glass) 

 

screens (exterior) 
 

• On if schedule allows 

• On if high solar on window 

• On if high horizontal solar 

• On if high outdoor air temperature 

• On if high zone temperature 

• On if high zone cooling 

• On if high glare 

• Meet daylight illuminance setpoint 

• On night if low outdoor temperature   

and off day 

• On night if low indoor temperature  

and off day 

• On night if heating and off day 

• On night if low outdoor temperature 

and on day if cooling 

• On night if heating and on day if  

cooling 

• Off night and on day if cooling and 

high solar on window 

• On night and on day if cooling 

• and high solar on window 

• On if high outdoor air temperature  

and high solar on window 

• On if high outdoor air temperature  

and high horizontal solar  

• On if high zone air temperature and  

high solar on window 

• On if high zone air temperature and 

high horizontal solar  
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2.2 Climate change and future analyses 

After studying in detail the state of the art of responsive technologies, the research was 

focused on the future weather files analysis to understand the best way to model and 

select the proper climate scenarios.  
Currently, the building energy analyses are conducted using weather files composed 

by a sequence of the most typical weather parameters – one for each month and one 

for each weather parameter – selected from recorded weather data. Hence the resulting 
weather file is a fictious representative typical year called Typical Meteorological Year 

(TMY) weather file which was introduced in 1978 [167] and updated in 1995 (TMY2) 

[168] and 2008 (TMY3) [169]. 
Today, considering only historical weather data could be considered anachronistic as 

the effects of the climate change makes the historical weather data less reliable than in 

the past. Clearly, future weather files are based on projections which are strictly de-
pendant on our behaviour. Therefore, the future projections are related to different pos-

sible anthropogenic emission scenarios. The first IPCC emission scenarios (IS92) were 

released in 1992 with the supplementary report [170]. After this first contribution, new 
sets were released in 1996 adopted in the Third Assessment Report (TAR) in 2001 

[171] and then refined in the Fourth assessment report (AR4) released in 2007 [172]. 

The AR4 report – which is still largely used in the research field – proposes four quali-
tative storylines (A1, A2, B1, B2) for the emissions driving forces (demographic, social, 

economic, technological, and environmental forces). Each family includes one or more 

different scenarios (for example the A1 family includes A1F1 for the fossil fuel intensive 

scenario, A1T predominantly non-fossil fuel scenario, A1B balanced scenario) as better 
described in figure 10. Depending on the assumptions made on global population, 

gross world product, and final energy, each group of scenarios can be divided in Har-

monized Scenarios (HS) and Overshoot Scenarios (OS); the former share harmonized 
assumptions while the latter include uncertainties in the driving forces [173]. 
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Figure 10. Schematization of the Special Report Emission Scenarios [41]. 

 

A different approach was considered in the fifth assessment report (AR5) released in 

2014 [174]. In this report the authors described the Representative Concentration Path-

ways (RCPs) which are different scenarios that include different sets of emissions and 
concentration of GHGs up to 2100. The RCPs are based on the definition of radiative 

forcing which is according to the definition of the IPCC Annex II [175] “the change in 

the net, downward minus upward, radiative flux at the tropopause or top of atmos-
phere due to a change in an external driver of climate change, such as, for example, a 

change in the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) or the output of the Sun”. The 

word representative used in the acronym RCP describe that it provides only one of the 
possible scenarios that lead to a certain radiative forcing (which is described by the 

RCP number). According to these definitions, the report defines four pathways from a 

stringent mitigation (RCP2.6) up to a high emission scenario (RCP8.5). The most op-
timistic scenario (RCP2.6) considers a peak of the radiative forcing at nearly 3 W/m2 

which declines to 2.6 W/m2 in 2100. The intermediate RCP4.5 and RCP6 consider a 

radiative forcing of respectively 4.5 and 6 W/m2 in 2100 while the worst scenario 
(RCP8.5) consider a radiative forcing of 8.5 W/m2 in 2100 with higher values in the 

following years. A numerical quantification of the practical effects of these scenarios, 
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can be provided by the temperature increase which is increase below 2°C over the 

preindustrial temperatures in 2100 in the RCP2.6 and nearly 3-4 times higher in the 
RCP8.5 with an average global temperature of nearly 4°C. 

A further description of possible future scenarios is provided in the latest assessment 

(AR6) released in 2022 [176]. This report introduces the Shared Socio-Economic Path-
ways (SSPs) which are based on the following five narratives regarding socio economic 

developments: the sustainable development (SSP1), the regional rivalry (SSP3), the 

inequality (SSP4), the fossil fueled development (SSP5), and an intermediate scenario 
(SP2) [177]. 

These narratives do not exclude the RCPs defined in the previous assessments, but 

they are coupled in more exhaustive framework described in figure 11.  

 

Figure 11. Schematization of the AR6 scenarios [41]. 
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Hence, the scenarios of the AR6 are defined as SSPx-y where x refers to the Socio-

Economic Pathways while y refers to the level of radiative forcing in 2100 (e.g., SSP5-
8.5, SSP2-4.5, SSP 1-1.9 etc.). The AR6 report evaluates the climate response with 

reference to five possible future developments (SSPx-y) named illustrative scenarios 

[16]. 

The emissions scenarios are fundamental for future projections as they are used to 

force numerical models validated against past climate observations – called Global Cli-

mate Models (GCMs) [178] – to obtain future forecasts. The GCMs are not suitable for 
building energy analyses as their resolution is quite coarse from both spatial (>100 

km2) and temporal point of view (monthly scale). Therefore, the weather files used in 

the energy analyses are usually temporally and spatially downscaled using three main 

methods: statistical, dynamical, and hybrid methods [179]. Statistical downscaling is 
based on the empirical relationships between historical large-scale data and local 

weather data; these relationships are combined with the future predictions of the GCMs 

large-scale predictions [180]. More in detail, statistical methods can be based on dif-
ferent techniques such as the extrapolating statistical, the imposed offset, and the sto-

chastic method. The imposed offset method is most used among the statistical meth-

ods in the building field [181]; this method is based on the morphing technique [182] 
which is based on three transformation algorithms – shifting, stretching, and their com-

bination – applied to the baseline climate parameters to obtain future projections. 

A completely different approach is used in the dynamical downscaled weather files. 
These method uses the Regional Climate Models (RCMs) which are similar to the GCMs 

but are characterized by a higher spatial resolution (from 2.5 to 50 km2) that allows to 

represent local landscape and atmosphere. Using local data and specific equations, the 
dynamical downscaling processes the atmospheric fields of the GCMs to generate local 

weather data [180]. The main differences between statistical and dynamical downscal-

ing are summed up in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Comparison between statistical and dynamical downscaling methods [41]. 

 Statistical downscaling Dynamical downscaling 

Advantages 

• Low computational re-

sources required 

 

• The same method can be 

applied everywhere im-

proving the comparability 
of the studies 

 

• Downscaling based on 

easy-to-use open-source 

tools  
 

• Refers to specific weather 

stations and are based on 

observed weather data 

• Based on physical assump-

tions 

 

• More accurate 

 

• All variables are internally con-

sistent in time and space 

 

• Provides information of sites 

without observational data  

Disadvantages 

• Assumes that the large/lo-

cal scale relationships will 
be the same in the future 

 

• Less accurate  

• Computationally expensive  

 

• Limited number of RCMs 

 

• Larger resolution scale, may re-

quire further downscaling 

 

An intermediate solution between statistical and dynamical is offered by hybrid meth-

ods that tries to reduce the computational time of the dynamical approaches using 
statistical considerations.  

Despite the higher reliability of the dynamical methods, statistical approaches are still 

the most used approach in the building energy field. This trend can be explained 
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considering the large availability of commercial and open-source tools such as 

CCWorldWeatherGenerator, WeatherShift, Meteonorm and their higher easiness of use 
and speed. Moreover, despite the higher accuracy of dynamical methods, considering 

the main weather parameters – such as the outdoor temperature – the final consump-

tions obtained with statistical and dynamical methods can be considered comparable 
[183].  
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3. METHODOLOGY 

From a methodological point of view, before developing the computational platform, 

preliminary analyses and refinements were conducted on all those topics involved in 

the definition of the tool. Firstly, a detailed analysis of the software adopted and of the 
reference model considered for the study was conducted to improve the reliability of 

the platform. The selected reference model was then calibrated and modified to properly 

consider the same model in different locations and to describe the dynamic systems 

considering both heating, cooling, and lighting demands. Hence, 25 European locations 
were selected to describe different climate zones, subsequently, proper envelope prop-

erties were defined according to these climate zones. Then, a further refinement regard-

ing internal loads and operational schedules was conducted to update the reference 
model with the newest technologies and building typologies. Finally, the future weather 

files were created using proper tools to investigate the dynamic systems’ behaviour 

future scenarios. 
Following subchapters describe in detail the above-mentioned topics. In particular, sec-

tion 3.1 describes the main properties of the software and reference models, section 

3.2 shows the locations and envelope properties adopted, section 3.3 investigates the 
internal loads and operational schedules, while section 3.4 describes the future weather 

files considered in the computational platform for a better understanding of the devel-

oped tool.  

3.1.Software and definition of the reference models 
The computational platform developed is based mainly on EnergyPlus v.9.6 [184] as, 
thanks to its multi-domain integration, it can be used for thermal, visual, mass-flow, 

and building services integration [185]. Choosing EnergyPlus gives another important 

advantage thanks to the availability of 16 validated reference buildings energy models 
very useful for energy efficiency oriented research [186]. The Department of Energy 

(DOE) has developed these reference models considering typical building operations 

starting from the Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (CBECS), 
ASHRAE Standards 90.1 and other scientific sources [187].  
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In particular, this computational platform was developed considering the medium office 

model – whose characteristics are reported in table 3 and figure 12 – as reference 
model. 

 

Figure 12. Medium office reference model geometry. 
 
Table 3. Geometric characteristics of the medium office reference model. 

Building 
type 

Number 
of 

floors 

Gross 
floor 
area 

Floor-to-
floor 

height 

Floor-to-
ceiling 
height 

Window-
to-Wall 
Ratio 

Number of 
thermal 
zones 

 [-] [m2] [m] [m] [%] [-] 

Medium 

office 
3 4982 3.96 2.74 33% 

6 per floor 

(5 zones + 

1 plenum) 

 

As better explained in the following sections, the concept behind the platform is to allow 

the users to analyse and compare responsive technologies in different locations and 
climate scenarios. To that end, particular attention was paid to the definition of the 

software settings and of the reference model. In particular, to avoid the dependency of 

the consumption results on the HVAC systems, the default auto-sizing HVAC systems 
were substituted with properly calibrated ideal loads air systems. The ideal loads sys-

tems are included among the EnergyPlus systems and occupy the same hierarchical 
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place of the auto-sized HVAC units. Nevertheless, these systems are not connected to 

any real generation and distribution network, but each one can directly supplies heating 
or cooling to satisfy the zones setpoints [188]. Considering that these ideal systems 

do not include the heating/cooling generation process, they directly provide the heat-

ing/cooling demand rather than the consumption. To obtain the energy consumption, 
the platform considers an ideal Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) equal to 3 in cooling 

mode and a Coefficient of Performance (COP) equal to 3 in heating mode. Hence, the 

energy consumptions are obtained dividing the ideal loads demands by these coeffi-
cients, which can be considered average values for packaged direct expansion air sys-

tems. 

The original HVAC systems include different control routines such as the multi zones 

control and the night-cycle availability manager which are not included by default in the 
ideal loads HVAC systems. To reduce the differences between the real and the ideal 

HVAC systems, the model has been improved including an EMS program that can mod-

ify the systems availability schedule in order to obtain results closer to the original DOE 
model. The only difference concerning the HVAC systems regards the minimum flow 

fraction because – according to the EnergyPlus developers, consulted during this vali-

dation phase – there is no way for ideal loads to match what a Variable Air Volume 
(VAV) system with reheat does. The VAV system has a minimum flow fraction on the 

terminal units – 0.3 in most of them – which results in cooling provided to the space 

under low load conditions until the zone reaches the heating setpoint and then reheat 
comes on to keep the zone from getting too cold, but during such times, the system 

will likely be providing cooling.  Ideal loads system has no such mini-flow fraction so 

when the space cooling load goes to zero, it simply shuts off or if it is providing outdoor 
air, it will temper that air to meet the cooling setpoint.  

The differences related to this discrepancy are limited and do not change significantly 

the energy behaviour of the model on the whole; to that end a comparative energy 
analysis was run on the original and modified DOE reference models. For sake of sim-

plicity, the analyses were run on a small office model because this model and the me-

dium office share the same zones geometry and thermal properties. The only difference 
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relies in the height of the buildings – three floors in the medium office and one in the 

small office – and in the multizone control available in the medium office. The reliability 
of the ideal models were verified conducting energy analyses on each thermal zone of 

different reference models. In particular, three different locations and climates (Miami 

– ASHRAE Zone 1A, Chicago – ASHRAE Zone 5A, Fairbanks – ASHRAE Zone 8) were 
selected among the official DOE office reference models and were equipped with the 

ideal loads systems. Hence, the original and the ideal loads heating and cooling con-

sumptions were compared on hourly basis to understand the reliability of the ideal loads 
model as shown in figure 12.  

The energy consumptions are very similar on hourly basis and the main differences 

mainly regard the low consumption hours; therefore, the incidence of these variations 

on the global energy consumption is very low.  
To further confirm the model reliability, the original validated model and the ideal loads 

model were compared running a Mean Bias Error (MBE) and a Cumulative Variation of 

Root Mean Squared Error (CVRMSE) based on the hourly heating and cooling con-
sumptions. The analyses were conducted on all the thermal zones and for all the three 

locations selected and the average results obtained are reported in the table below 

(Tab.4). 

Table 4. MBE and CVRMSE values obtained comparing the ideal loads and the original model for all the 
locations considered. 

Heating Cooling 

Average |MBE| 
[%] 

Average CVRMSE 
[%] 

Average |MBE| 
[%] 

Average CVRMSE 
[%] 

1.2% 20.7% 4.5% 44.9%1 

1 Without considering Fairbanks cooling consumptions (unrepresentative), cooling average CVRMSE is 19.6%. 

The results shown includes all the thermal zones for the three locations considered 
excluding only the zones where the HVAC system is off for at least 95% of the total 

hours as the thermal behaviour as the energy behaviour of these zones is not consid-

ered relevant to the whole building balance.  
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Figure 13. Global heating and cooling energy demand in reference and ideal loads office model. 
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As no regulations consider the validation of an ideal loads model, the values considered 

as reference are referred to the ASHRAE guideline 14 [189,190], which gives hourly 
calibration criteria for real building modelling. The results obtained confirmed that the 

ASHRAE hourly calibration criteria (|MBE| ≤ 10% and a CVRMSE ≤ 30%) are satis-

fied except for the cooling CVRMSE which is slightly over the threshold. However, in 
this case the results are strongly influenced by the cooling consumption in very cold 

climates (Fairbanks); indeed, excluding this case would drop the CVRMSE to 19.6%. 

The Fairbanks results can be considered not representative as they are referred to a 
very short functioning period (19% of the total functioning hours) and are associated 

with very low magnitude consumptions. As further confirmation, if we compare the 

global yearly energy consumption in Fairbanks for the ideal and original models, the 

differences are extremely low (1.1%). For these reasons – considering that the ASHRAE 
thresholds are not mandatory in this case as they are referred to real measurements 

and are adopted only as reference – the model can be considered reliable and can be 

used as reference for the computational platform.  
Regarding other settings, a dimmable lighting system connected to a daylighting sensor 

– placed in the middle of each thermal zone – with an illuminance setpoint of 500 lux 

was implemented to take into account the shading effect of certain technologies also 
on the lighting consumption. Moreover, the schedules and the original setpoints were 

not changed (21°C for the heating setpoint and 24°C for the cooling setpoint) while the 

internal loads were changed with more up to dated values as better explained in follow-
ing sections.  

3.2.Locations and envelope properties 
One of the main features of the platform is the capability to assess the energy perfor-

mance of responsive technologies in different locations. Hence, 25 European cities 

were considered to allow the users to explore the potentials of the responsive devices 
in different climatic zones. To provide a broad and non-redundant description of the 

European climates, different weather files were analysed to guarantee a good variability 

in the selected locations. The results of these preliminary analyses are reported in figure 
13, 14, and table 5.  
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Figure 14. Dry bulb temperature (a) and global horizontal radiation (b) of the 25 selected cities. 
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Table 5. Characteristics of the 25 European cities considered (data from epw weather file). [37] 

City Country 
Köppen–Geiger Clas-

sification 
CDD18° HDD18° 

Larnaca Cyprus BSh 1259 759 

Seville Spain Csa 1063 916 
Athens Greece Csa 1076 1112 

Brindisi Italy Csa 834 1151 

Santander Spain Cfb 209 1369 
Rome Italy Csa 649 1444 

Porto Portugal Csb 146 1491 

Madrid Spain Csa 628 1965 
Plovdiv Bulgaria Cfa 543 2471 

Milan Italy Cfa 380 2639 

Paris France Cfb 142 2644 

London England Cfb 32 2866 
Timisoara Romania Dfa 365 2896 

Brussels Belgium Cfb 96 2912 

Geneva Switzerland Dfb 193 2965 
Ankara Turkey BSk 253 3307 

Ljubljana Slovenia Dfc 168 3383 

Copenhagen Denmark Dfb 29 3563 
Prague Czech Republic Dfb 84 3703 

Munich Germany Dfb 79 3738 

Bergen Norway Cfb 21 3996 
Moscow Russia Dfb 99 4655 

Helsinki Finland Dfb 33 4712 

Reykjavik Iceland Dfc 0 4917 
Kiruna Sweden Dfc 0 6967 
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Figure 15. Individuation of the sample of 25 cities used for the analyses. [37] 

Starting from the same reference model, a specific model for each location was created 

in order to adapt original model to the European climates and regulations. Hence, all 
the thermal properties of the models were adjusted to meet the specific energy require-

ments [191–195]. The 25 selected locations were then grouped in six climatic zones 

– B,C,D,E,F,G – according to the specific location Heating Degree Days (HDDs). The 
envelope thermal properties were adjusted according to these climatic zones as de-

scribed in the table below (Tab.6).  

Table 6. Characteristics of the envelope properties for each climatic zone. 

Cli-
matic 
Zone 

City 

Köppen–
Geiger 

Classifica-
tion 

Envelope 
Component 

Thermal 
Transmittance 

[W/m2K] 

Solar Heat Gain Coef-
ficient 

[–] 

B 
Larnaca 
Seville 

BSh 
Csa 

External wall 0.43 - 

Slab 0.44 - 
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Roof 0.35 - 
Window 2.2 0.35 

C 
Athens 
Brindisi 

Santander 

Csa 
Csa 

Cfb 

External wall 0.34 - 

Slab 0.38 - 

Roof 0.33 - 
Window 2.2 0.35 

D 

Rome 

Porto 

Madrid 

Csa 

Csb 

Csa 

External wall 0.29 - 

Slab 0.29 - 
Roof 0.26 - 

Window 1.8 0.35 

E 

Plovdiv 

Milan 
Paris 

London 

Timisoara 

Brussels 
Geneva 

Cfa 

Cfa 
Cfb 

Cfb  

Dfa  

Cfb 
Dfb 

External wall 0.26 - 

Slab 0.26 - 
Roof 0.22 - 

Window 1.4 0.35 

F 

Ankara 

Ljubljana 

Copenhagen 
Prague 

Munich 

BSk 

Dfc 

Dfb 
Dfb  

Dfb 

External wall 0.24 - 

Slab 0.20 - 
Roof 0.21 - 

Window 1.1 0.35 

G 

Bergen 

Moscow 
Helsinki 

Reykjavik 

Kiruna 

Cfb 

Dfb 
Dfb 

Dfc 

Dfc 

External wall 0.17 - 

Slab 0.10 - 

Roof 0.09 - 

Window 0.8 0.35 
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3.3. Internal loads and operational schedules 
 

Regarding the internal loads, all the operational schedules of the original DOE model 

were confirmed in the models adopted in the computational platform. Following images 
describe the daily trend of the main schedules that can mainly influence the internal 

loads and hence the energy consumption of the building.  

 

Figure 16. Lighting schedule for weekdays (above) and Saturdays (below). 
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Figure 17. Electrical equipment schedule for weekdays (above) and Saturdays (below). 
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Figure 18. Occupancy schedule for weekdays (above) and Saturdays (below). 
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Figure 19. HVAC operational schedule for weekdays (above) and Saturdays (below). 

 

While the daily profiles were confirmed, the unit value of the lighting, equipment, and 
people were updated to consider the latest technological innovation as the DOE refer-

ence model internal loads are still updated to September 2012.  In particular, the lighting 

efficiency has significantly increased in the last years thanks to the spread of LED tech-
nologies while the increasing attention to the sustainability has significantly improved 

the efficiency of the electrical equipment; hence, currently, the original DOE reference 

model overestimates these internal loads. A study conducted by Kim et al. [196] 
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analysed the internal gains in office buildings for nearly 30 years defining recent trends 

in the lighting and electrical equipment consumptions. According to the results of this 
study, the power consumption related to notebooks, monitors, and computers is on a 

decreasing trend from 2000-2005 on; similarly, the lighting power absorption has been 

halved thanks to the spread of LED lamps. Clearly, considering that this change in the 
internal loads can have significant impacts on the whole energy balance of the building 

[197], the lighting and electrical equipment of the DOE models were changed according 

to these more updated studies [196] and technical guides [198,199]. Therefore, with 
reference to the lighting consumption, the original value of 10.76 W/m2 was changed 

with the more reliable and up to dated value of 6.5 W/m2. Similarly, considering the 

increased efficiency of the electrical equipment, the unit value was changed from 10.76 

W/m2 to 5.52 W/m2. 
Another important change that we can consider comparing the current design strategies 

and the original DOE reference models, regards the occupancy and the spread of open 

plan offices. In particular, the market spread after the 2008 recession, leads to a sig-
nificant grow of the open-plan workspaces as a way to save on operational cost at the 

expense of an increased occupancy density [200]. 

To consider this new trend, a study on recent office buildings was conducted in order 
to account for a more updated occupancy density in the reference model. To that end, 

the plans of recent built offices (designed or built in the last five years) were analysed 

to consider a more reliable occupancy and results are reported in figure 19. Starting 
from the results obtained in this analysis, the average incidence of the office spaces 

and the reference technical law [201] were considered to define the new occupancy 

for the energy model. Hence, to account for the recent spread of open space offices, 
the people density was updated from 18.58 m2/person to 13.9 m2/person. It is worth 

highlighting that each building and each energy model has its own features that depend 

on a series of design constraints that cannot be presumed a priori. Therefore, the aim 
of this analysis is simply to provide more updated and reliable values for the internal 

gains – rather than provide values acceptable in all the contexts – in order to work with 

values more contextualized with the current state of the art.  
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Figure 20. Incidence of different office types (a), construction types (b), and historical buildings (c) in 
the analysed office buildings. 
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To sum up, the original DOE model was firstly updated considering the ideal loads sys-

tem, then the thermal properties were updated according to the European regulations 
creating a specific model for each location, and – finally – the internal loads were 

changed with more reliable and updated values. Hence, this group of 25 energy model 

was considered as the basis of the computational platform described in the following 
sections.  

3.4. Future weather files 
Another fundamental element of the platform is the future weather database. According 

to the research conducted in the state-of-the-art section, the future climate files were 

generated using the tool CCWorldWeatherGenerator, developed by Jentsch et al. [202]. 
Starting from the Hadley Centre Coupled Model version 3 outputs (HadCM3) forced 

with IPCC A2 emission scenario, this tool applies the morphing method to generate 

future weather predictions. In particular, changes referred to the period 1961-1990 are 
considered to modify the original EPW files; the weather variables are hence updated 

through the shifting and stretching algorithms to obtain the future projection as better 

explained in the state-of-the-art section. Thanks to these transforming algorithms, the 
tool generates three different future projections referred to the periods 2011-2040, 

2041-2070, and 2071-2100 respectively called ‘2020s’, ‘2050s’, and ‘2080s’. Clearly, 

the adoption of a single GCM output and the use of an outdated emission scenario 
could be considered a limitation for this study; nevertheless, this tool is still the most 

used in the building research field [203] and the differences with other more sophisti-

cated or up to dated software are still negligible [204].  

The use of a statistical downscaling tool helps to speed up the generation of the weather 
files ensuring a good reliability of the results as already discussed in the previous sec-

tions. Moreover, using an opensource, widespread and easy to use tool allows, on the 

one hand, a good comparability with other studies and, on the other hand, allows the 
users to generate their own future weather files starting from specific measured data 

that can be easily added to the platform. Indeed, additional weather data can be easily 

implemented in the EPW folder of the computational platform to consider these specific 
weather files rather than the default ones. 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL PLATFORM 
One of the main focuses of this research is the development of a computational 

platform with the aim of providing a useful tool for researchers and designers to explore 

the potential of innovative responsive technologies. After the methodological framework 
described in the previous chapter, this section describes, on the one hand, the model-

ling technique adopted for each technology considered and, on the other hand, the 

programming framework considered to achieve the set goals.  

As the main aim of this tool is providing an easy-to-use tool for both practitioners and 
researchers, the tool is based on widely used software and libraries as better described 

below.  

4.1 Users’ interface development and programming  
Previous sections highlight how each technology requires specific modelling approach 
and settings, starting from easiest approach up to more complex workflows such as 

the shape morphing external shadings. The main goal of the platform is to allow non-

skilled users to easily model and study these technologies. Hence, the provision of this 
computational platform could help the spread of responsive technologies which are still 

rarely selected as viable alternatives due to their intrinsic complexity and to a lack of 

proper simple tools. 

The choice of the users’ interface was considered a fundamental step to improve the 
spread of this platform. Despite Python was used to effectively model the responsive 

technologies and manage the EnergyPlus Input Data File (IDF) and outputs, the direct 

use of a programming language could significantly reduce the usability of the tool. 
Therefore, the tool was split in two main modules: i) the setting and simulation module, 

and ii) the interface module. The setting and simulation module was realized in Python 

v.3.8.11 and is used to read the users’ input, set the IDF accordingly with the selected 
input, run the simulation, read the outputs, drawing up the comparisons, and save the 

results. This first module is the core of the computational platform and includes all the 

approaches described in the previous sections. The implementation of a second mod-
ule was dictated by the need of removing the direct use of Python from the workflow 

as it requires a specific expertise which is uncommon among practitioners and 
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relatively widespread among researchers. The solution was found in Grasshopper 

[205] – a Rhinoceros plug-in for algorithmic design – thanks to its visual programming 
language nature. Grasshopper is largely used thanks to its easiness and its spread in 

the generative architecture field. This choice allows, on the one hand, to widen the 

catchment area reaching also non-expert users and, on the other hand, to significantly 
speed up the customization of the models for both expert and non-expert users. More-

over, Grasshopper allows the use of existing and widespread components, both native 

and external, that add important extra features such as, for example, the genetic opti-
mizations through Galapagos and Octopus or the brute force solver.  

Despite Grasshopper includes a native Python interpreter component (GhPython), this 

component is based on IronPython which is limited to Python version 2.7. This old 

version of Python does not support a series of useful and necessary libraries such as 
Eppy, Numpy, Seaborn etc. Moreover, GhPython is a very basic interpreter and can be 

used mainly for short and easy scripts rather than for developing a new complete plat-

form. This limitation will be probably partly overcome in the next version of Rhinoceros 
(v.8 which is currently in progress) which should include a modern code editor with 

linting and autocomplete, Python 3.9 and the PIP (Pip Installs Packages) package man-

ager. Nevertheless, as the release date for Rhinoceros v.8 is still unknown, the platform 
was developed on the latest official released version, Rhinoceros v.7.  

In order to bypass the use of the old GhPython interpreter, a new component called 

Hops [206] was used to connect Grasshopper to a local server where the platform run 
in Python 3.8 the scripts related to the responsive behaviour of the envelope. Moreover, 

Hops allows to solve external documents in parallel, speeding up large projects, and to 

run asynchronously long calculations. Hops defines a third modules which is the bridge 
between the interface and the core modules. 

Figure 20 sums up the structure and the components of the platform developed where 

three different main domains can be easily identified. The first one represents the inter-
face module and is based mainly on Rhinoceros and Grasshopper, the second one is 

the bridge constituted by Hops, and finally the inner modules define the core modules 

based on Python and EnergyPlus. Hence, the platform allows to connect the users with 
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innermost modules – which are the less user friendly –; hence the users interact only 

with Rhinoceros and Grasshopper without working directly on EnergyPlus and Python.  
 

 

Figure 21. Structure and plugins of the computational platform proposed. 
 
This structure does not limit the application of responsive systems because all the 
needed input can be managed in Grasshopper as will be better explained in following 

paragraphs. Instead, avoiding the access to EnergyPlus allows to avoid modelling mis-

takes which can be common for particularly complex systems and non-expert users. 
Despite this, expert users can however access externally to the Python codes for further 

customizations. 

To use the platform, the users should firstly download the folder with all the required 
files and then install all the required software and libraries. To launch the platform, the 

user simply drags the main script in the Grasshopper canvas and a general interface 

will be shown on the canvas (fig. 21). 
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Figure 22. Platform general interface. 
 

Firstly, the user should copy and paste the working directory – i.e., the folder path of 
the computational platform – in the first panel of the script (highlighted by a cyan cir-

cle in the previous figure) to properly set all the dependencies of the algorithms. Then 

the general input section is completed with four dropdown lists that allows the users 
to select: the climate scenarios, the location, the responsive technologies, and the ex-

posure as shown in figure 22. 
 

 

Figure 23. General input interface. 
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Once all the general input are provided, the script creates in the data elaboration sec-

tion the command string for the windows terminal used to upload the Python script on 
the local server. To meet the needs of less expert users, two pop-up messages guide 

the users in the steps as shown in figure 23. 

 

Figure 24. Upload of the Python scripts on the server. 

Hence, the following step is to fill all the specific input – e.g., activation threshold, 

thermal properties, etc. – for the technology selected. Further details are provided in 

the following subsections where all the available modules are explained in detail. 

Finally, after all inputs are provided and all the calculations have been run, the output 
section will show all the results. The platform offers a complete description of the 

analyses conducted describing the behaviour of both the responsive and the refer-

ence model and offers also directly their comparison. The output section is composed 
by three main elements, the first one which describes the location selected, the sec-

ond one that provides all the numerical data obtained by the simulation, and a final 

comparison sheet. The location evaluator is available simply filling out the general in-
put section; it shows the selected city on the map including latitude, longitude and 
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provides a brief description of the weather through two heatmaps for the hourly dry 

bulb temperature and the hourly global horizontal radiation as shown in figure 24. 

 

Figure 25. Output of the location evaluator module. 
 
The other outputs derive from the simulation results and are partially rearranged ac-

cording to the following equations: 

 

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 =
(𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 − (𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

(𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
 

 
 

 (6) 

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 =
(𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒)𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 − (𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒)𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

(𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒)𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
 

 
 

 (7) 

𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 =  
(𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 )𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 − (𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒 )𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

(𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒)𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷
 

 

 (8) 

 

The numerical output is composed by the heating, cooling, lighting consumptions – 
directly obtained from EnergyPlus – for both the reference and responsive models and 

the total energy percentage variation calculated according to equation 6 as shown in 
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figure 25. This kind of output can be useful to store the results or to conduct further 

analyses in Grasshopper (e.g. compare different technologies, etc.).  
 

 

Figure 26. Numerical output module. 
 
Finally, the comparison sheet (figure 26) allows to read the daily trend of the refer-

ence and responsive models (graph a), the daily differences (graph b), the percentage 

variation of each energy source referred to the total consumption – equation 7 – 
(graph c), and referred to each energy source – equation 8 – (graph d). The com-

bined use of these different graphs facilitates the identification of great variations of a 

specific source in models where its impact on the total consumptions is limited such 
as for example the heating consumption in a hot climate. This allows to suggest a 

specific technology for other climates rather than underestimate its potential. 

Moreover, all the output generated in EnergyPlus are available in the results folder of 

the computational platform working directory in csv format according to the selected 
frequency output. Thanks to these files, all the results for each analysis timestep can 

be used for further considerations. 
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Figure 27. Example of the comparison sheet. 
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4.2 Responsive technologies modelling 

Following paragraphs describe, on the one hand, the simulation settings and method-

ologies and, on the other hand, the input selection and the management of the simula-

tions for each responsive technology included in the platform. These parameters allow 
the users to define the properties of the selected technology and to create their own 

energy models. 

4.2.1 Dynamic shading modelling 

According to a previous dedicated validation study [40], a specific algorithm was de-

veloped to properly model the dynamic shading systems in EnergyPlus. The main in-
novation of this study, compared to the traditional ones, is that it can properly accounts 

for the continuous and transient nature of the thermal and energy phenomena. The 

traditional approaches usually run a simulation for each configuration of the static shad-
ing system and then select and combine the output obtained by these different simula-

tions according to a specific activation criterion (Fig. 27a). While these traditional ap-

proaches can be considered reliable for other physical parameters that change instan-
taneously – i.e., illuminance, glare, etc. – thermal and energy parameters need a single 

continuous simulation to properly describe their transient nature. 

Rather than working on combined outputs, this innovative algorithm combines the in-
puts – in particular the sunlit fractions calculated for each shading state – and forces 

the shading calculation with this externally combined shading file. This approach as-

sures that the energy behaviour of the system is calculated as the output of a single 
run – rather than as combination of different simulations – where the shape variations 

of the shading system lead to gradual and continuous variations in the thermal state of 

the building elements as outlined in figure 27b.  
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Figure 28. Differences between (a) traditional approach (combination of output) in a daylighting example 
and (b) proposed approach based on the combination of inputs in an energy example. Source [40]. 
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From a practical point of view, the energy behaviour of the model is described starting 

from two different model types: 

• A Static Shading Model (SSM) for each configuration of the shading system: in 

these static models the shading systems are fixed and cannot change during 
the simulation. These models are used to calculate the shading effect – i.e., the 

shading fractions – of each of the shading configuration on the model surfaces; 

hence these shading fractions files are combined in a Dynamic Shading File 
(DSF) according to the activation criterion and used in the equivalent model. 

• An Equivalent Dynamic Shading Model (EDSM) for the final simulation: in this 

file no real shadings are provided as the shading calculation is forced with the 

external DSF to simulate the change of shape of the shading system.  

In its complete version, the main inputs of the algorithm are simply the shading surfaces 
modelled directly in a 3D modelling environment (Rhinoceros) and the selected activa-

tion thresholds (Fig.28 step0). The platform can accept up to three different geometrical 

configurations for the states of the shading system, each one modelled in a dedicated 

pre-set layer. Then, the algorithm automatically creates and exports an interchange Ex-
cel file for each shading state, that contains all the vertex coordinates of the shading 

system. Hence, the algorithm read this file and writes the vertex coordinates directly in 

the EnergyPlus idf to create the SSMs (Fig.28 step1) used to obtain the sunlit fraction 
files called Static Shading Files (SSF) (Fig.28 step2). After creating the intermediate 

Equivalent Static Shading Models (ESSM) (Fig.28 step3) the SSF are combined accord-

ing to the input thresholds (Fig.28 step4) to obtain the DSF and the EDSM (Fig.28 
step5). Hence, the algorithm runs the analyses through EnergyPlus generating the out-

put (Fig.28 step6) and comparing them with the ESSM (Fig.28 step8). To improve the 

reliability of the results, few adjustments regarding the lighting consumptions are made 
to consider the variation in the shading shapes (Fig.28 step7). This brief description 

simply aims to introduce the approach adopted, while further details of the structure 

and of the validation of the algorithm are available in the original validation study [40]. 
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Figure 29.. Conceptualization of the final algorithm. Source [40] 
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The core concept of this approach is the use of equivalent models based on external 

shading files instead of real models. The above-mentioned study validated this ap-
proach evaluating (on eastern, western, and southern façade) the differences between 

real (SSMs) and equivalent (ESSMs) shading models on eight different shading sys-

tems characterized by different shapes and dimensions ranging from 3D or 2D shading 
patterns to fins and overhangs. The results obtained highlighted a slight difference in 

consumption – lower in the ESSMs – on all the analysed models. As the ESSMs always 

showed consumptions lower than the SSMs, the comparison between different shading 
types or different exposures can be considered reliable.  

These evaluations were conducted on all the shading systems on eastern, western, and 

southern façades and the resulting average difference of the total consumption between 

SSMs and ESSMs was nearly 4.5% with a maximum deviation of nearly 7%. However, 
it is worth highlighting that, to properly validate this approach, the models considered 

included also very complex shading systems constituted by more than 700 small shad-

ing elements. In these models, the differences are clearly amplified by the high number 
of shadings indeed the highest differences in consumption correspond to the most 

complex models. Such complex systems are rarely considered in real studies and can 

be considered only a way to push the algorithm to its limits to test its reliability. Hence, 
considering the results obtained and more common shading systems, the differences 

obtained are significantly lower (3.8% on average). 

After the validation of the workflow, the study developed a simple algorithm to control 
the shading state – hence to combine the different SSF in a single DSF – according to 

external environmental parameters. The combination of the static shading files aims to 

improve the energy behaviour in both summer and winter period; therefore, the algo-
rithm shifts from less (ST.0) to more shading states (ST.1, ST.2) depending on the 

combination of the outdoor temperature (To) and the incident façade irradiance (Gf). 

The users provide a radiation threshold (Gfmax) and two different temperature thresholds 
(Tomax1, Tomax2) to maximize the benefits of the systems as described in figures 29 and 
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30 where the relationship between the outdoor temperature, the incident solar radiation, 

the heating/cooling modes, and the shading states is shown.  

 

Figure 30. Selection of the activation thresholds. 
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Figure 31. Combination algorithm flow chart. Source [40] 

This criterion is the most flexible, but users can simply switch to a single variable con-

trol strategy choosing properly the activation thresholds. For example, to switch this 

control strategy in a temperature-based control, the solar radiation threshold should be 
set to 0; similarly, to use only a radiation control strategy, the Tomax1 should be set to a 

very high temperature (e.g. 100°C) while the Tomax2should be set to a very low temper-

ature (e.g. -100°C). 

This specific algorithm can work – at least in its current form – only using activation 

thresholds independent from thermal parameters of the thermal zones (such as indoor 

temperature, cooling/heating state, etc.) because the combination of the shading files 
is realized before the final simulation.  

Looking at the dynamic shading module of the computational platform, the user should 

take three simple steps to complete the dynamic shading modelling and obtain the en-
ergy consumption of the model as shown in figure 31. Firstly, selecting the button 

“Create 3D geometry on Rhino” the script creates in the Rhinoceros file all the surfaces 

and layers needed for the shading system modelling. Then, after completing in Rhinoc-
eros the model with the geometries of the three different shading states, the user can 
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create the interchange files just clicking on the second button “Create coordinate files”. 

Finally, the last inputs needed are the solar radiation and outdoor temperature thresh-
olds for the control strategy. Once all the inputs are provided, setting the last Boolean 

toggle to true will start the dynamic shading algorithm that will do all the above-de-

scribed workarounds to provide the user with the final comparison sheets. 
 

 

Figure 32. Screenshot from the dynamic shading module of the computational platform. 

Only for this specific module, the user can select the term of comparison in the output 

management component between “No shading”, “Static State 1”, “Static State 2” , and 

“Static State 3”. Depending on the selection, the script will provide the user with the 
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comparison sheet showing the differences between the dynamic model and the se-

lected term of comparison.  

4.2.2 PCM modelling 

Another responsive technology included in the platform is the PCM in order to include 
also a technology that can change the thermal inertia of the building envelope. The 

platform include by default a PCM-enhanced plaster panel commercial product - the 

Alba Balance by Saint-Gobain Rigips – whose producer-declared technical data are 
reported in table 7. The use of PCM in the plasterboard allows to store a certain amount 

of latent heat (figure 32) that helps to reduce the surface temperature and to shift the 

peak load. 
 
Table 7. Characteristics of PCM-enhanced plaster panel. 

Technical Data 

Density ρ 1000 kg/m3 

Areal density ρA 25 kg/m2 

Latent heat dH 
300 kJ/m2 (Tm 23°C) 

330 kJ/m2 (Tm 26°C) 

Total storage capacity (10–30 °C) - 866 kJ/m2 

Specific heat c 28.3 kJ/m2K 

Thermal conductivity λ 0.27 W/mK 

Transition temperature Tm 23°C / 26°C 
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Figure 33. Heat-temperature curve for the PCM-enhanced plasterboard. 

 
However, to ensure the maximum flexibility of the platform, the users can freely change 

the PCM layer simply recreating the enthalpy curve directly in Grasshopper starting 

from the physical properties and the thickness of the selected material (figure 33). 
 

 

Figure 34. Enthalpy curve modelling in the computational platform starting from the physical properties 
(density, specific heat, latent heat, starting melting temperature, final melting temperature) of the mate-
rial. 
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The enthalpy curve – and the enthalpy table used as input in EnergyPlus – is created 
by the Grasshopper component considering a sensible heat linear increase (Equation 

9) before the starting melting temperature and after the final melting temperature. 

𝐻𝐻 = 𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 ∆𝑑𝑑 (9) 

During the melting phase – i.e. temperatures between the starting and the final melting 

temperature – the latent heat storage (300kJ/m2 in the default example) is equally dis-
tributed as an enthalpy increase in the melting temperature range. Redistributing this 

latent heat in the melting temperature range is translated in a sudden increase in the 

material enthalpy which is the typical enthalpy jump which is clearly represented in the 
graph shown in the platform.  

The following Grasshopper component inputs the enthalpy table calculated in the Ener-

gyPlus file and – to properly model the PCM behaviour – changes the heat balance 
algorithm from the Conduction Transfer Function (CTF) to the Conduction Finite Differ-

ence (ConFD) algorithm, increasing the timesteps from 6 to 20 [207]. Despite these 

settings increase the running time, PCMs – or in general variable thermal conductivity 
materials – need to discretize the surfaces depending on thermal diffusivity and 

timestep to be properly modelled [188]. The choice of these settings is based on sci-

entific literature, as many studies [188,207] have already verified the good adherence 
of the numerical model with measured data using these settings. Increasing the number 

of timestep would lead to a slight increase in the accuracy of the results errors of about 

1% – instead of a just-few-times-higher error [208] which can be acceptable on an 
annual energy simulation – at the expense of larger simulation time.  

The PCM layer is located by default on the inner layer of the wall because it can stabilize 

the radiant temperature [74] despite a study by Zwanzig et al. stating that in a multilayer 
wall, centrally located PCM better reduces heat fluxes [209]. Future releases of the 

platform could add also the choice of the position of the PCM layer in the multilayer 

wall. 
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4.2.3 Electrochromic modelling 

The EC windows were modelled in the computational platform using only the standard 

EnergyPlus components. Firstly, two different windows construction named “Bleached 

Window” and “Dark Window” – correspondent respectively to the clear and the col-
oured state – were defined in EnergyPlus. The clear state of the device was considered 

the default state and hence was assigned directly to all the EC windows in the “Fenes-

tration Surface: Detailed” field. Then, to consider the properties switching, “Dark Win-
dow” was assigned in the “Window Shading Control” field as “Construction with Shad-

ing Name” selecting “Switchable Glazing” as shading type as shown in figure 34.  

 

Figure 35. Shading control for EC windows in EnergyPlus. 
 
Considering the large availability of commercial products, the EC windows solar and 

optical parameters are not set by default but can be easily adjusted by the users. Sibilio 

et al. [210] reviewed all the available commercial products providing an exhaustive 
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table which is reported below as reference to model reliable EC windows in the plat-

form.  
 
Table 8. Available commercial EC device. Adapted from [210]. 

Manufacturer Product State 
U 

[W/m2K] 
VLT 
[-] 

SF 
[-] 

EControl-Glas 
GmbH & Co. 

ECONTROL 
Double glazing 

Clear 1.1 0.5 0.38 

Tinted 1.1 0.10 0.10 

ECONTROL 
Triple glazing 

Clear 0.5 0.40 0.33 

Tinted 0.5 0.09 0.08 

Gesimat GmbH 

Double glazing with Low-E 
Clear 1.1 0.69 0.49 

Tinted 1.1 0.07 0.13 

Triple glazing with Low-E 
Clear 0.6 0.61 0.42 

Tinted 0.6 0.06 0.10 

SageGlass 

Double glazing 

Clear 1.4 0.63 0.47 

State2 1.4 0.21 0.16 

State1 1.4 0.06 0.09 

Tinted 1.4 0.01 0.06 

Double glazing with Low-E 

Clear 1.1 0.63 0.47 

State2 1.1 0.21 0.16 

State1 1.1 0.06 0.09 

Tinted 1.1 0.01 0.06 

Triple glazing with Low-E 

Clear 0.8 0.60 0.42 

State2 0.8 0.19 0.14 

State1 0.8 0.05 0.07 

Tinted 0.8 0.01 0.05 

View Dynamic 
Glass* 

Double pane IGU with clear glass 

Clear 1.7 0.58 0.40 

State2 1.7 0.40 0.33 

State1 1.7 0.10 0.13 

Tinted 1.7 0.01 0.09 
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Double pane IGU with Low-E 
glass 

Clear 1.4 0.48 0.32 

State2 1.4 0.35 0.24 

State1 1.4 0.09 0.10 

Tinted 1.4 0.01 0.07 

Triple pane IGU with clear glass 

Clear 1.3 0.51 0.35 

State2 1.3 0.37 0.26 

State1 1.3 0.09 0.10 

Tinted 1.3 0.01 0.07 

Triple pane IGU with Low-E glass 

Clear 0.8 0.43 0.29 

State2 0.8 0.31 0.21 

State1 0.8 0.08 0.08 

Tinted 0.8 0.01 0.05 

*The values were calculated using the software LBNL Window 7.3 

 

The computational platform includes a dropdown list with these commercial products 

and a component that – based on the product selected – automatically gives the thermal 
and solar parameters useful to run the analyses (figure 35). 

 

Figure 36. Commercial EC windows provided as viable alternatives in the platform. 
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Instead, considering the thermal transmittance, values are automatically set in accord-

ance with the location selected for the analysis as described in the previous section. 
However, the user can freely overwrite these values according to other specific needs.  

To fully exploit and explore the potential of this technology, the extrinsic control – and 

its relative thresholds – of the device are not preassigned but can be selected directly 
by the users in the platform.  

In particular, the activation strategy can be set among the following alternatives: 

1. Always on 
2. Always off 

3. On if schedule allows 

4. On if high solar on window 

5. On if high horizontal solar 
6. On if high outdoor air temperature 

7. On if high zone air temperature 

8. On if high zone cooling 
9. On if high glare 

10. Meet daylight illuminance setpoint 

11. On night if low outdoor temperature and off day 
12. On night if low indoor temperature and off day 

13. On night if heating and off day 

14. On night if low outdoor temperature and on day if cooling 
15. On night if heating and on day if cooling 

16. Off night and on day if cooling and high solar on window 

17. On night and on day if cooling and high solar on window 
18. On if high outdoor air temperature and high solar on window 

19. On if high outdoor air temperature and high horizontal solar  

For each control strategy selected the Grasshopper component requires one or two 
inputs and, depending on the control strategy selected, a panel is automatically updated 

to describe the required inputs as shown in figure 36. 
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Then, the EC component allows to select an activation schedule through four dropdown 

menus for selecting the start and end months and days. Finally, the user can select the 
accuracy and the length of the simulation and the frequency of the output report 

(timestep, hourly, daily, monthly).  

 

Figure 37. Shading control for EC windows in EnergyPlus. 
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4.3 Testing the platform: case studies  
After the definition of this tool, the platform was tested and pushed to its limits to check 

its functioning and to identify other eventual limitations that are not predictable simply 

from a theoretical point of view. To that end, different case studies were considered to 
test each module starting from extreme and opposite sets of inputs.  

Each configuration studied was tested in the warmest and coldest locations and in an 

intermediate one with a high variation of the environmental parameters; in particular, 
Larnaca (CDD18°=1259, HDD18°=759), Helsinki (CDD18°=33, HDD18°=4712), and 

Rome (CDD18°=649, HDD18°=1444) were considered for the testing phase. Moreover, 

all the simulations were run in both the current climate scenario and 2080 future pro-
jection. Finally, regarding the thermal zones considered, the southern and western ex-

posures were chosen to test the algorithm that automatically creates the responsive 

technology in the IDF according to the zone selected in Grasshopper. 
Starting from these general inputs, specific inputs for each technology were selected 

to consider extreme cases and an intermediate more realistic case. Hence, three differ-

ent activation criteria were considered for the extrinsically controlled technologies (elec-
trochromic and dynamic shadings) and two different materials were adopted for the 

intrinsically controlled systems (PCMs). Specifically, extrinsic control was based on a 

combined outdoor temperature and solar radiation thresholds in order to have and ac-
tivation criterion that can be considered somehow proportional and connected to the 

one used in the intrinsically controlled systems. Indeed, the activation of the PCMs 

depends directly on the envelope temperature which is strictly related to both air tem-

perature and incident solar radiation. Therefore, the extrinsic systems are controlled 
according to the following strategies:  

- “Always on” control: it represents the envelope always in its shaded configu-

ration. This control is created forcing the temperature and the solar radiation 
thresholds to very low values as described in equation 10 where t is the analy-

sis timestep and the values 0 and 1 of the shading state means respectively 

unshaded and shaded. 
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𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 (𝑇𝑇) = �
0 →     𝐺𝐺𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇) < 0 𝑊𝑊/𝑚𝑚2   ⋀    𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡(𝑇𝑇) < −30°𝐶𝐶 
1 →     𝐺𝐺𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇) ≥ 0 𝑊𝑊/𝑚𝑚2  ⋀    𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡(𝑇𝑇) ≥ −30°𝐶𝐶

 (10) 

- “Always off” control: it represents the envelope always in its unshaded config-

uration. This control is created forcing the temperature and the solar radiation 
thresholds to very high values as described in equation 11. 

𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 (𝑇𝑇) = �
0 →     𝐺𝐺𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇) < 2000 𝑊𝑊/𝑚𝑚2 ⋀    𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡(𝑇𝑇) < 50°𝐶𝐶 
1 →     𝐺𝐺𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇) ≥ 2000 𝑊𝑊/𝑚𝑚2 ⋀    𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡(𝑇𝑇) ≥ 50°𝐶𝐶

 (11) 

- “Standard” control: it represents the envelope can change its properties switch-

ing between the shaded and unshaded configuration according to realistic 
thresholds as described in equation 12. The specific values of the thresholds 

(120 W/m2 and 15°C) are derived from other studies [40,211] and are not 

directly optimized in each specific model because, in this testing phase, they 

are only used to check the envelope responsiveness rather than to minimize the 
energy demand. In this case, the outdoor temperature threshold (15°C) allows 

to take advantages in both summer and winter period and an intermediate solar 

radiation value of 120 W/m2 allows to find a balance between lighting and cool-
ing consumption during summer. 

𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑒𝑒 (𝑇𝑇) = �
0 →     𝐺𝐺𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇) < 120 𝑊𝑊/𝑚𝑚2 ⋀    𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡(𝑇𝑇) < 15°𝐶𝐶 
1 →     𝐺𝐺𝑓𝑓(𝑇𝑇) ≥ 120 𝑊𝑊/𝑚𝑚2 ⋀    𝑑𝑑𝑡𝑡(𝑇𝑇) ≥ 15°𝐶𝐶

 (12) 

In order to have similar control between dynamic shading systems and EC windows, 

the dynamic shading considered can switch only between two states – rather than three 
– as the functioning of the three states algorithm was already tested in previous studies 

[39,40]. Clearly, the aim of these control strategies is to explore and study the envelope 

behaviour to understand if the results are reliable and, hence, if the platform is modelling 
properly the responsive technologies. To achieve this goal, the clearest way is to con-

sider two extreme settings and a reliable intermediate one despite these are not the best 

control strategies from an energy point of view.  
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Table 9 reports all the main properties of the materials and devices considered in these 

analyses. The EC parameters are referred to a commercial product – the SageGlass 
DGU – with a thermal transmittance coherent with the location selected as described 

in section 3.2. With regard to the intrinsically controlled technologies, a commercial 

PCM-enhanced plaster panel – the Alba Balance by Saint-Gobain Rigips described in 
the 4.2.2 subsection – with a melting temperature of 23°C and 26°C were considered 

to test this module. Finally, the dynamic shading (DS) selected is constituted by a fa-

çade pattern of 61 origami-shaped foldable elements (figure 37) on the southern façade 
and 41 elements on the shorter eastern and western façades inspired by those adopted 

in the Al Bahr Towers described in section 2.1.3. The shading can be opened and folded 

according to the activation criterion changing the horizontally projected shading area 

on the façade from 0.3 m2 for the state 1 (ST1) configuration to 1.3 m2 for the state 2 
(ST2). 

 

 

Figure 38. Geometrical details of the dynamic shading system considered. Adapted from [39] 
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Table 9. Simulations conducted during the testing phase and relative inputs considered.  

EC windows 

Code 
SHGCb 

[-] 

SHGCc  

[-] 

VLTb  

[-] 

VLTc 

[-] 

Thresholds 

[°C] & [W/m2] 

EC_1 

0.47 0.06 0.63 0.01 

-30°C & 0 W/m2 

EC_2 50°C & 2000 W/m2 

EC_3 15°C & 120 W/m2 

PCM plasterboard 

Code 
s 

[m] 

ρ 

[kg/m3] 

Qmel 

[kJ/m2] 
c 

[kJ/m2K] 

Thresholds (Tmel) 

[°C] 

PCM_1 
0.05 1000 

300 
28.3 

23 

PCM_2 330 26 

Dynamic Shading 

Code 

Area 

ST1* 

[m2] 

Area 

ST2* 

[m2] 

Number 

[-] 
Type 

Thresholds** 

[°C] & [W/m2] 

DS_1 

0.3 1.3 

61 

(South) 

41 
(West) 

Pattern 

-30°C & 0 W/m2 

DS_2 50°C & 2000 W/m2 

DS_3 15°C & 120 W/m2 

All the simulations were run for the three selected locations, for two exposures, and for two climate contexts. 

* To work with a double states shading, model State2 and State3 are geometrically the same.  

**To work with  solar radiation and single outdoor temperature threshold the To max1 is very high (50°C) while To 

max2 and Gf max are those reported in this table. 

 

Each simulation input reported in table 9 was run 6 times to account for all the permu-

tations related to the different locations and climate scenarios. To clearly identify all the 
simulations conducted, a simulation code was assigned to each input set and “TMY”, 

and “2080” were used to identify respectively the current scenario – intended as the 

Typical Meteorological Year – and the 2080 future projection. Therefore, a total number 
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of 96 simulations were run to test the functioning of the platform and results obtained 

are described in following figures and tables. The results are divided according to dif-
ferent technologies (different figures), climate scenarios (different subplots), and to 

control strategies (different columns in each subplot). All the graphs show the total 

energy variation by source (Eq. 7) to describe the variation of each source and its im-
pact on the total energy demand while further data and elaborations are provided in the 

tables. 

4.3.1 Electrochromic windows: results 

Starting from the EC models (fig.38), the results obtained shows reasonable values and 

expected trends confirming the proper modelling of the responsive technology. In par-
ticular, the first control strategy (EC_1) corresponds to EC windows “always on” strat-

egy, thus the glazing is always in its dark state. This behaviour can be easily read in the 

graph as all the locations, all the exposures, and both climate scenarios show a signif-
icant reduction of the cooling consumption counterbalanced by an increase of the heat-

ing consumption and a strong increase of the lighting demand. This control strategy 

performs better in hot climates rather than in colder ones and this is perfectly described 
by the variation of the total energy demand that ranges from a minimum of -4.3% for 

the western exposure in Larnaca in the future scenario up to a maximum of nearly 

+24.7% for the western façade in Helsinki in the current climate scenario. Another 
confirmation can be found in the average energy variation for each location that grows 

from +0.5% in Larnaca, to +6.7% in Rome, up to +17.4% in Helsinki. The increase 

in energy consumption in many of the simulations run with this control strategy is re-

lated to the non-optimized control; the aim of this analysis is indeed checking the func-
tioning of the platform in both extreme and realistic intermediate cases while the mini-

mization of the energy consumption is currently out of the scope of this testing phase. 

Changing the climate scenarios increases the overall benefits of the EC windows im-
plementation as this specific control strategy performs better in hot climates, hence the 

temperature increase due to the climate change improves the overall energy 
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consumptions. Indeed, the overall average for the current scenario is +14% while for 

the 2080 scenarios the increase is lower (+3%). 

 

Figure 39. Total energy variation by source for the EC test case study in the current weather scenario 
(above) and 2080 scenario (below). 
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Table 10. Results obtained for the EC models.  

Code Total energy 
variation [%] 

Expo-
sure City Weather Weather 

average 
City 

Average 

EC_1 

4.3% South Larnaca TMY +3% 
+0.5% 0.8% West Larnaca TMY 

1.0% South Larnaca 2080 -2% 
-4.3% West Larnaca 2080 
12.2% South Rome TMY +14% 

+6.7% 
15.8% West Rome TMY 
-2.8% South Rome 2080 -1% 
1.5% West Rome 2080 

24.3% South Helsinki TMY +24% 
+17.4 

24.7% West Helsinki TMY 
7.0% South Helsinki 2080 +10% 

13.4% West Helsinki 2080 

EC_2 

25.1% South Larnaca TMY +20% 
+19% 14.9% West Larnaca TMY 

24.1% South Larnaca 2080 +18% 
11.7% West Larnaca 2080 
17.2% South Rome TMY +15% 

+14% 
12.7% West Rome TMY 
14.2% South Rome 2080 13% 
11.9% West Rome 2080 
6.2% South Helsinki TMY +5% 

+7.6% 
3.3% West Helsinki TMY 

12.0% South Helsinki 2080 +10% 
8.8% West Helsinki 2080 

EC_3 

-1.3% South Larnaca TMY -4% 
-4.1% -7.7% West Larnaca TMY 

-0.5% South Larnaca 2080 -4% 
-7.1% West Larnaca 2080 
-3.5% South Rome TMY -5% 

-5.9% 
-5.7% West Rome TMY 
-7.6% South Rome 2080 -7% 
-7.0% West Rome 2080 
-3.0% South Helsinki TMY -2% -4.6% 
-1.8% West Helsinki TMY 
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-8.7% South Helsinki 2080 -7% 
-4.9% West Helsinki 2080 

 

 

With regards to the “always off” control strategy (EC_2), the EC windows with this 

control strategy is always in its clear configuration, therefore the expected results 
should be diametrically opposed to the ones already described. As the window is al-

ways in the clear configuration – with a SHGC and VLT higher than those adopted in 

the reference model – the solar gains are higher in the responsive model rather than in 
the reference one during both summer and winter. It follows that the cooling consump-

tions are always higher in the responsive model while heating and lighting are lower. 

Clearly, this control strategy performs better in cold climates as it increases the cooling 
consumptions while reduces the heating and lighting demands. The results confirm this 

expected trend – opposite to the one described in the previous paragraphs – as the city 

average decreases from +19% in Larnaca, to +14% in Rome, up to +7.6% in Helsinki. 
Considering the weather scenarios, the expected trend in this case is an increase of the 

overall consumptions in the future scenario due to the overall increase in outdoor tem-

perature. Nevertheless – with the exception of Helsinki where the variations grow from 
+5% in current scenario to +10% in 2080 – the average values are very similar in 

Larnaca (+20% and +18%) and Rome (+15% and +13%). This behaviour can be 

easily explained considering the different reference models used for these variations. 
As each weather scenario is compared to the reference model in the same scenario, 

the strong increase in cooling consumption in hot climates in future scenarios reduces 

the weight of the effect of the variation of the windows parameters resulting in a lower 

overall average. To confirm this hypothesis, both current and future results of the re-
sponsive model were compared to the reference model in the same scenario (current 

scenario). In this case, the results obtained confirmed the expected trend where the 

future scenarios are characterized by higher energy consumptions (+78% Larnaca, 
+77% Rome). 

Finally, considering the EC_3 control strategy, a realistic behaviour of EC windows can 

be checked in these results. The graph clearly shows that in this case the envelope can 
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improve both heating and cooling consumptions while the lighting increase is an ex-

pected consequence of the dark state in summer mode. Reducing the consumptions 
in both summer and winter allows to reduce the overall consumptions in all the loca-

tions selected; therefore, this is the only control strategy that shows average negative 

energy variations in all the locations (-4.1% in Larnaca, -5.9% in Rome, -4.6% in Hel-
sinki). Moreover, all the simulations conducted with this control strategy, leads to a 

reduction of the energy consumptions in the responsive models regardless of the ex-

posure, locations, and climate scenario. This outcome confirms, on the one hand, the 
right modelling of the electrochromic system through the platform and, on the other 

hand, a proper choice of the activation threshold. Clearly, as already stated, the optimi-

zation of the activation thresholds is out of the scope of this testing activities and further 

analysis could probably improve these behaviours. However, regardless of the magni-
tude of the energy variations, the reduction of the energy consumptions in both current 

and future scenarios confirms that the responsiveness of this technology could be used 

to improve the resilience of buildings in future climate scenarios.  

4.3.2 Phase Change Material: results 

The PCMs are characterized by a different behaviour as they act mainly on the thermal 

inertia of the envelope rather than on the control of the solar radiation. Moreover, these 

materials can be classified among the intrinsically controlled technologies; hence, the 
platform cannot be stressed with extreme control strategies but can be tested consid-

ering the two available transition temperatures of the same commercial product. There-

fore, the comparison is focused on products with similar properties but with transition 

temperature slightly different (23°C and 26°C) and different melting latent heat (300 
kJ/m2 and 330 kJ/m2). On the one hand, this choice leads to results pretty similar but, 

on the other hand, adding other commercial products with different properties (density, 

conductivity, specific heat) would have introduced too many variables that would have 
confused the results. Instead, this choice simplifies the comparison between the ex-

pected behaviour and the results obtained – which are described in figure 39 and table 

11 – making the evaluation of the reliability of the platform more accurate.  
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Figure 40. Total energy variation by source for the PCM test case study in the current weather scenario 
(above) and 2080 scenario (below). 
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Table 11. Results obtained for the PCM models.  

Code Total energy 
variation [%] 

Expo-
sure City Weather Weather 

average 
City 

Average 

PCM_1 

-2.0% South Larnaca TMY -1.8% 
-1.4% -1.7% West Larnaca TMY 

-1.0% South Larnaca 2080 -0.9% 
-0.8% West Larnaca 2080 
-7.6% South Rome TMY -4.5% 

-4.7% 
-1.5% West Rome TMY 
-9.1% South Rome 2080 -4.9% 
-0.7% West Rome 2080 

-12.4% South Helsinki TMY -6.7 
-5.6% 

-1% West Helsinki TMY 
-8.4% South Helsinki 2080 -4.5% 
-0.6% West Helsinki 2080 

PCM_2 

-2.1% South Larnaca TMY -1.8% 
-1.4% -1.5% West Larnaca TMY 

-1.2% South Larnaca 2080 -1% 
-0.8% West Larnaca 2080 
-7.4% South Rome TMY -4.3% 

-4.5% 
-1.2% West Rome TMY 
-9.1% South Rome 2080 -4.8% 
-0.6% West Rome 2080 

-12.4% South Helsinki TMY -6.6% 
-5.5% 

-0.9% West Helsinki TMY 
-8.3% South Helsinki 2080 -4.3% 
+1.8% West Helsinki 2080 

The analysis of the results highlights a strong increase of the benefits mainly related to 

the heating consumptions. This result can be easily read looking at the total energy city 

average that increases from warmer to colder cities (-1.4% Larnaca, -4.7% Rome, -
5.6% Helsinki for PCM_1 and -1.4%, -4.5%, and -5.5% for PCM_2) thanks to a strong 

rising reduction of the heating consumption. Despite the PCMs can help to reduce also 

the heating consumptions, the increase of the thermal inertia is mainly adopted as strat-
egy to reduce the cooling consumption. This unexpected trend can be explained con-

sidering that the PCMs implementation in the responsive model is considered as an 
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additional layer to the original envelope of the reference model. Therefore, considering 

the low conductivity of the PCM plasterboards, the strong reduction of the heating con-
sumption is partly due to the reduced thermal transmittance. To verify this hypothesis, 

additional simulations were run on the same model increasing the melting temperature 

to the unreal value of 100°C; in this way, the benefits of the phase change were ex-
cluded, and the remaining benefits were only related to the reduced thermal transmit-

tance. The results obtained confirm the hypothesis that part of the benefits is related 

only to the additional insulation and not to the responsiveness of the envelope. For 
example, considering the simulation with the highest variation (Helsinki, South, TMY), 

the heating consumptions are: 2998 kWh for the responsive model, 3998 kWh for the 

reference model, and 3002 kWh for the fictitious static model. Similarly, in Rome the 

values obtained are 337 kWh for the responsive model, 545 kWh for the reference 
model, and 346 kWh for the fictitious static model. Cooling consumptions are also 

affected by this positive contribution of the low thermal transmittance of the additional 

layer, but in this case the contribution of the phase change is slightly more effective 
than in heating mode. For example, for southern exposure in Rome, the cooling con-

sumptions ranges from 4835 kWh for the responsive model, to 5151 kWh for the ref-

erence model, to 4847 for the fictitious static model. Clearly, no differences can be 
found on lighting consumption as this technology acts only on thermal, rather than 

optical and solar, properties.  

The differences between the two considered PCMs are limited as the materials are quite 
similar. However, the PCM_2 simulations show higher benefits in warmer climates 

(Larnaca) thanks to its higher melting temperature and latent heat while PCM_1 simu-

lations show better results in colder climates (Rome and Helsinki) as it is easier to 
reach the lower melting temperature. The comparison between different climate sce-

narios is difficult due to the low variation percentage (lower than 4% on average), indeed 

the limited benefits of the PCMs implementation difficultly overcomes the strong con-
sumption variation related to change of weather scenario. Hence, no specific trend can 

be highlighted with regards to this aspect. Finally, the last trend that can be highlighted 

from the simulations results regards the lower benefits of PCMs in western exposures. 
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In particular, the western façades reach lower surface temperatures that do not allow 

to reach of the PCM transition temperature reducing the thermal storage benefits.  

4.3.3 Dynamic shading: results 
The description of the results of dynamic shading simulations is slightly different from 
the previous ones as the platform provides three possible output comparisons. In par-

ticular, the energy consumptions of the responsive model are compared with the refer-

ence model without any shading, with the same model with a static shading corre-
sponding to the dynamic system fixed in its ST1 configuration, and a static shading 

corresponding to the ST2 configuration. Hence, all the results are plotted and reported 

in tables according to this breakdown.  

Comparison with reference model without shadings 

The results obtained from the comparison with the unshaded model are summed up in 

figure 40.  The expected trends should be similar to those described in the EC section 
as the activation criterion and the concept behind the systems – the solar radiation 

control – are the same. The main difference between EC and DS – in the comparison 

with an unshaded reference model – regards the “off” state. Indeed while the EC win-

dows in its clear (off) state has SHGC and VLT higher than the reference model, in this 
case the folded origami (off) state can however shade the windows due to the presence 

of the folded surfaces of the shading.  

The DS_1 control strategy, which corresponds to the shading system always in its 
closed (ST2) configuration, clearly shows always a reduction of the cooling consump-

tion related to the reduced summer solar gains. On the other hand, this configuration 

increases the heating and lighting consumptions. As expected, the advantages (cooling 
reduction) of this strategy are lower moving from warmer to colder cities while the 

disadvantages (heating and lighting increases) are higher. This is perfectly described 

by the variation of the total energy demand that ranges from a minimum of -21.6% for 
the southern exposure in Larnaca in the current scenario up to a maximum of nearly 

+15.5% for the western façade in Helsinki in the same climate scenario. It follows that 
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the overall city average increases according to the location (-12.4% for Larnaca, -4.9% 

for Rome, +3.7% for Helsinki).  

 

Figure 41. Total energy variation by source for the DS test case study in the current weather scenario 
(above) and 2080 scenario (below) compared with the reference model without any shading. 
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Table 12. Results obtained for the DS models compared with the unshaded reference model.  

Code Total energy 
variation [%] 

Expo-
sure City Weather Weather 

average 
City 

Average 

DS_1 

-21.6% South Larnaca TMY -13% 
-12.4% 

 
-4.9% West Larnaca TMY 

-17.9% South Larnaca 2080 -12% 
-5.3% West Larnaca 2080 

-12.6% South Rome TMY -2% 
-4.9% 

 
8.5% West Rome TMY 

-15.5% South Rome 2080 -8% 
0.0% West Rome 2080 
1.4% South Helsinki TMY 8% 

3.7% 
 

15.5% West Helsinki TMY 
-10.7% South Helsinki 2080 -1% 
8.5% West Helsinki 2080 

DS_2 

-21.5% South Larnaca TMY -17% 
-15.4% -13.2% West Larnaca TMY 

-16.8% South Larnaca 2080 -13% 
-10.0% West Larnaca 2080 
-15.7% South Rome TMY -11% 

-11.7% 
 

-6.7% West Rome TMY 
-15.9% South Rome 2080 -12% 
-8.4% West Rome 2080 
-3.6% South Helsinki TMY -1% 

-4.6% 
 

1.7% West Helsinki TMY 
-12.9% South Helsinki 2080 -8% 
-3.6% West Helsinki 2080 

DS_3 

-23.3% South Larnaca TMY -17% 
-15.1% 

 
-10.3% West Larnaca TMY 
-18.8% South Larnaca 2080 -13% 
-7.9% West Larnaca 2080 

-16.5% South Rome TMY -9% 
-10.5% 

 
-2.4% West Rome TMY 

-17.3% South Rome 2080 -12% 
-5.9% West Rome 2080 
-4.4% South Helsinki TMY 0% -4.3% 
3.7% West Helsinki TMY 
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-14.9% South Helsinki 2080 -13% 
-1.5% West Helsinki 2080 

Moreover, the graph clearly shows significant differences between western and south-

ern exposures. These differences are greater than those reported in the EC models, 

because in the DS models the different solar beam angle changes significantly the 

shades casted on the windows while when EC windows are on their dark state all the 
windows are “shaded” homogeneously.  

As already explained, this control strategy performs better in hot climates rather than in 

colder ones. Therefore, with regards to the weather scenario, the expected result is a 
reduction of the energy consumption in the 2080 projection which is overall warmer 

than the current weather scenario. This trend is confirmed by the results reported in 

table 11 where the 2080 projection shows total average consumptions lower than those 
obtained in the current scenario. The only exception is represented by Larnaca where 

the average differences between current and future averages are very similar (-13% and 

-12%). The explanation is the same described in the EC subsection and it is due to a 
different weight of the effect of the responsive technology on the overall energy con-

sumption of the reference model. 

Moving to the second activation criterion analysed, the results obtained are in line with 
those expected for an “always off” control strategy. In particular, according to the ex-

treme activation thresholds selected, the shading system is always folded and hence it 

is always in its ST1 configuration. As already mentioned, despite the ST1 configuration 
minimizes the shadows on the windows, it casts however more shadows than the ref-

erence model without any shading. It follows that also in this case the trends are similar 

to those described for the DS_1 control strategy while in the EC models they were 

diametrically opposed. Moreover, the reduced shading area allows to minimize heating 
and lighting consumptions with respect to the DS_1 strategy. Hence, the average total 

energy variation is lower in this case and is gradually lower in colder climates ranging 

from -15.4% for Larnaca, to -11.7% for Rome, up to -4.6% for Helsinki. This result is 
reasonable as this control strategy applied to this specific shading system and 
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compared to an unshaded reference model tends to prioritise the cooling behaviour, as 

opposed to the same strategy applied to an EC window. 
Finally, looking at the third control strategy, the trends are something in between the 

DS_2 and DS_1 control strategies. The only difference regards the magnitude of the 

total energy variation which is, on average, slightly higher than the DS_2 case but sig-
nificantly lower than the DS_1. Comparing DS_2 and DS_3, the lighting consumption 

in the western zones – which are in between the DS_1 and DS_2 consumptions – 

reduces the overall benefits of this technology while the southern zones show the low-
est energy consumption thanks to a reduced cooling demand. The results obtained are 

reliable and highlights only a non-optimized activation threshold for the western expo-

sure. The best way to minimize the energy consumption in this case could be changing 

the control strategy on the western façade moving to an “always off” activation criterion 
similar to the one adopted in the DS_2. However, as already explained, the focus of this 

simulations is only to check the reliability of the results and not to minimize the energy 

consumption. Also in this case, the city average is higher in warmer locations (-15.1% 
for Larnaca, -10.5% for Rome, -4.3% for Helsinki) thanks to the strong impact of this 

technology on the control of the solar radiation. Finally, all the considerations done for 

the DS_2 control strategy can be considered right also for the DS_3 as both trend and 
magnitude are extremely similar. 

 

Comparison with reference model with static ST1 shading 

Changing the reference model used as comparison term can clearly change the results 
and its interpretation. Providing the comparison with the static shading corresponding 

to the intermediate state of the dynamic system allows to better interpret the respon-

siveness modelled and simulated by the platform.  
For example, looking at the DS_1 results shown in figure 41, the cooling consumption 

in the dynamic model – which is always in the ST2 configuration with this control strat-

egy – are lower than their respective in the ST1 reference model even if the magnitude 

of the reduction is lower than the one obtained comparing the dynamic and the un-
shaded model.  
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Figure 42. Total energy variation by source for the DS test case study in the current weather scenario 
(above) and 2080 scenario (below) compared with the reference model with a static ST1 shading. 
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Table 13. Results obtained for the DS models compared with the static ST1 shading.  

Code Total energy 
variation [%] 

Expo-
sure City Weather Weather 

average 
City 

Average 

DS_1 

0.0% South Larnaca TMY +4.8% 
+3.4% 9.6% West Larnaca TMY 

-1.3% South Larnaca 2080 +2% 
5.2% West Larnaca 2080 
3.8% South Rome TMY +10% 

+7.4% 
 

16.3% West Rome TMY 
0.5% South Rome 2080 +4.8% 
9.1% West Rome 2080 
5.2% South Helsinki TMY +9.4% 

+8.5% 
13.6% West Helsinki TMY 
2.5% South Helsinki 2080 +7.5% 

12.5% West Helsinki 2080 

DS_2 

0.0% South Larnaca TMY 0.0% 
0.0% 0.0% West Larnaca TMY 

0.0% South Larnaca 2080 0.0% 
0.0% West Larnaca 2080 
0.0% South Rome TMY 0.0% 

0.0% 
0.0% West Rome TMY 
0.0% South Rome 2080 0.0% 
0.0% West Rome 2080 
0.0% South Helsinki TMY 0.0% 

0.0% 
0.0% West Helsinki TMY 
0.0% South Helsinki 2080 0.0% 
0.0% West Helsinki 2080 

DS_3 

-2.3% South Larnaca TMY +0.6% 
+0.3% 3.4% West Larnaca TMY 

-2.4% South Larnaca 2080 0% 
2.3% West Larnaca 2080 
-1.0% South Rome TMY +1.8% 

+1.2% 
4.7% West Rome TMY 
-1.7% South Rome 2080 +0.5% 
2.7% West Rome 2080 
-0.8% South Helsinki TMY +0.6% +0.2% 
2.0% West Helsinki TMY 
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-2.4% South Helsinki 2080 -0.1% 
2.1% West Helsinki 2080 

 

This result is reasonable because both the static ST1 reference model and the dynamic 

model reduce the incoming solar radiation compared to the unshaded model. Never-

theless, the dynamic model can furtherly reduce the solar radiation adopting the ST2 
shading configuration (which is always on in the DS_1 control strategy). Clearly, having 

a highly shaded configuration during the whole year leads to increases in heating and 

lighting consumptions that largely overcome the cooling benefits. In this cooling-ori-
ented control strategy colder locations are penalised as described in table 13; in par-

ticular, the average energy variation increases from +3.4% in Larnaca, to +7.4% in 

Rome, to +8.5% in Helsinki. For the same reason, the effect of the climate change 
combined with this control strategy reduces the energy variation which is always lower 

in the 2080 projection compared to the current scenario.  

As already explained, the DS_2 is an “always off” control strategy; hence, the respon-
sive model is always in its less shading configuration (ST1). It follows that the reference 

model and the responsive model should be exactly the same. The results obtained con-

firms this hypothesis as all the differences obtained comparing the two models are 0. 
Moving to the DS_3 control strategy, the results obtained confirms the proper modelling 

of the responsiveness of the façade, similarly to what already described in the previous 

subsection for the unshaded model. Indeed, all the southern exposures show a reduc-
tion of the overall energy consumption if compared con both DS_1 and DS_2 strate-

gies; on the contrary, the western exposures show values lower than the DS_1 but 

higher than the DS_2. As already stated, this is simply an effect of the non-optimized 

thresholds as the shading effect on a western façade is higher due to the lower position 
of the sun. Therefore, simply increasing the activation threshold for the western façade 

in the DS_3 strategy would improve the energy behaviour making this strategy the most 

performing. 
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Comparison with reference model with static ST2 shading 

Finally, the results obtained for the dynamic model were compared with the static ST2 
reference model and figure 42 and table 14 describe the comparison outcomes. Con-

trary to the comparison with the ST1 reference model, in this case the dynamic model 

can take on less-shaded configurations, increasing the incoming solar radiation. It fol-
lows that the expected behaviour is opposite to the one described in the previous sub-

section as, compared to the ST2 reference model, the dynamic model should reduce 

the lighting and heating consumptions increasing the cooling consumption.  

Clearly, the DS_1 control strategy forces the shading always in its “on” configuration, 
hence it is always in the ST2 state. Therefore, similarly to what described for the DS_2 

in the previous ST1 reference model, the DS_1 control strategy does not show any 

difference with the reference model as both are always in the ST2 configuration. In 
reality, very slight differences (lower than 0.1%) can be found but are simply related to 

the approximations adopted during the data elaboration rather than to real energy dif-

ferences.  

The DS_2 control forces the shading in its “off” configuration during the whole simula-

tion; therefore, the comparison with the reference model corresponds to a comparison 

between a ST1 model (the responsive model) and the ST2 model (the reference model). 
It follows that the comparison is the same conducted in the previous subsection – with 

inverted terms – for the DS_1 control strategy (in this case the ST1 was the reference 

and the ST2 was the responsive model) hence the results should be equal in magnitude 
and opposite in sign. The results obtained confirm the expectations with very small 

differences which are related to data approximation and to minor differences (singularly 

lower than 2% and lower than 0.6% on average) regarding mainly the western expo-
sures. Clearly, all the simulations and comparison can be affected by minor errors 

which can be due to slight geometric differences between the models or to data ap-

proximations; these errors are higher in the western exposure because – as already 
stated – the shading effect is higher on these façades due to the lower solar height that 

increases the casted shadow on the windows.   
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Figure 43. Total energy variation by source for the DS test case study in the current weather scenario 
(above) and 2080 scenario (below) compared with the reference model with a static ST2 shading. 
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Table 14. Results obtained for the DS models compared with the static ST2 shading.  

Code Total energy 
variation [%] 

Expo-
sure City Weather Weather 

average 
City 

Average 

DS_1 

0.0% South Larnaca TMY -0.1% 
-0.1% 

 
-0.3% West Larnaca TMY 
0.0% South Larnaca 2080 -0.1% 
-0.1% West Larnaca 2080 
0.0% South Rome TMY -0.1% 

-0.1% 
 

-0.1% West Rome TMY 
0.0% South Rome 2080 -0.1% 
-0.2% West Rome 2080 
0.0% South Helsinki TMY 0.0% 

0.0% 
 

-0.1% West Helsinki TMY 
0.0% South Helsinki 2080 0.0% 
-0.1% West Helsinki 2080 

DS_2 

0.0% South Larnaca TMY -4.5% 
-3.2% 

 
-9.0% West Larnaca TMY 
1.3% South Larnaca 2080 -1.9% 
-5.1% West Larnaca 2080 
-3.6% South Rome TMY -8.9% 

-6.7% 
 

-14.2% West Rome TMY 
-0.5% South Rome 2080 -4.5% 
-8.5% West Rome 2080 
-5.0% South Helsinki TMY -8.5% 

-7.7% 
 

-12.0% West Helsinki TMY 
-2.5% South Helsinki 2080 -6.8% 

-11.2% West Helsinki 2080 

DS_3 

-2.3% South Larnaca TMY -4.1% 
-3.0% 

 
-5.9% West Larnaca TMY 
-1.1% South Larnaca 2080 -2.0% 
-2.9% West Larnaca 2080 
-4.6% South Rome TMY -7.4% 

-5.7% 
 

-10.2% West Rome TMY 
-2.2% South Rome 2080 -4.1% 
-6.0% West Rome 2080 
-5.7% South Helsinki TMY -8.0% -7.5% 

-10.3% West Helsinki TMY 
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-4.8% South Helsinki 2080 -0.1% 
-9.3% West Helsinki 2080 

 

However, also the results obtained for the DS_2 control strategy can be considered 

reliable and in line with the responsive behaviour of the shading system.  

Finally, the DS_3 control strategy compares a realistic responsive shading system with 
a fixed shading system in the ST2 configuration. The responsive model can switch to 

a less shading configuration when the outdoor temperature and the solar radiation are 

below the thresholds. Hence, the expected results are a decrease of the lighting and 
heating consumptions during winter and a slight increase of the cooling consumption 

during summer, the latter mainly due to non-optimized thresholds. Figure 42 confirms 

this reliable trend as the responsive model requires less energy compared to the refer-
ence mainly thanks to a strong reduction of the lighting demand. The advantage of this 

control strategy compared to the ST2 reference model grows in colder climates ranging 

from -3% for Larnaca, to -5.7% for Rome, up to -7.5% for Helsinki. In colder climates, 
the number of activation timesteps is clearly lower hence the shading stays longer in 

its ST1 configuration that allows higher natural lighting; moreover, in this case colder 

climates means also higher latitude hence the benefits on the artificial lighting demand 
are amplified by the lower solar height and its higher lighting penetration.  

Looking at the different climate scenarios, the increase in outdoor temperature related 

to the climate change increases the activation timesteps reducing the differences be-

tween the responsive and reference model. Indeed, the benefits of the responsive sys-
tems in the current scenarios are always higher than the corresponding ones in future 

scenarios. Finally, considering the different exposures, as already stated, the western 

exposures amplify the shading effects; hence, in this case the benefits are higher thanks 
to a stronger lighting reduction that leads to an average total energy variation of -3.5% 

for southern zones and -7.4% for western zones.  

To sum up, all the results obtained can be considered consistent with the expected 
energy behaviour. Specifically, only 3 simulations were affected by slight differences in 

energy reduction magnitude (however lower than 2%) while all the expected energy 
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trends were confirmed. Moreover, the responsiveness of the technology proposed can 

nearly always improve the energy behaviour of the building and the only exceptions are 
related to the choice of the activation thresholds. Indeed, optimizing the thresholds and 

using different values for different exposures could have furtherly increased the benefits 

of these systems. However, as already stated, the aim of this phase was to stress and 
test the platform under extreme and realistic conditions rather than optimizing the en-

ergy behaviour; hence, according to the results shown, the primary goal of this section 

can be considered achieved.  
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4.4 Limitations and future developments 
The testing phase showed the reliability and usefulness of the platform, that allowed – 

in few hours – to run and compare nearly 100 simulations of different complex respon-

sive systems in different contexts in a standardized and comparable way. The main 
strength of this tool is clearly the simplification of the modelling and simulation phases 

and the above-described applications confirmed the achievement of the set goals. Nev-

ertheless, the platform in its current form is characterized by some limitations that 
should be considered before adopting this tool. It is worth highlighting that the main 

aim of this first version was to develop and test the structure of the platform rather than 

providing already a complete tool. Indeed, the nature of the platform allows continuous 
and easy implementations that create an always evolving tool. Therefore, most of the 

following reported limitations are not structural limitations but are simply referred to the 

current state of the platform and it follows that most of them can be easily implemented 
in the future versions.  

Firstly, at the moment, the users can run only energy analyses through the platform and 

the improvement and the analyses of the comfort can be conducted only indirectly 
through the selection of few activation strategies – e.g., glare control, illuminance con-

trol, indoor air temperature control, etc – in the electrochromic module. The comfort 

analysis is another broad and complex theme to discuss and develop, therefore it is not 
included in this platform. Probably, the best way to study this topic in the future devel-

opment is to create another specific Grasshopper script – based on the same concepts 

– where all the inputs and outputs are optimized for the comfort analyses otherwise 

merging everything in a single script would lead to a confusing input/output manager 
that could reduce the user-friendliness and the speed of the modelling phase.  

Furthermore, at the moment, the platform includes only one office reference model. 

Undoubtedly, despite the office models are the most widely used in this kind of anal-
yses, adding further models in the future developments of the tool can increase the 

usefulness and the number of users.  

Another interesting and easy to implement module, can be the modelling of the urban 
context which is currently not considered in this first version. The development of this 
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module can be easily done through the Rhinoceros modelling interface, similarly to the 

already explained geometrical modelling of the dynamic shadings. Hence, the code 
should simply read the coordinates of the modelled geometries and write them in the 

idf file as already explained. 

With regards to the dynamic shadings, as already described in the validation study [40], 
with the current Python workaround the activation criteria must be based on variables 

that are not influenced by the simulation history (e.g., illuminance, outdoor temperature, 

solar radiation etc.). Currently, it is not possible to link the activation of the shading 
system with endogenous variables such as the indoor temperature, but future studies 

can implement this feature considering the convergence of predicted and measured 

indoor temperature profiles in an iterative simulation loop as proposed in the validation 

study [40].  
The only limitation that could be considered “structural” regards the modelling of spe-

cific buildings. This limitation can be considered partially out of the scope of this study 

as the main concept of the platform is to provide a tool to compare different technolo-
gies in a standardized environment. Therefore, changing the reference model means 

losing part of this comparability which is not suggested for the technologies’ compari-

son. Nevertheless, changing part of the code behind the platform, external models could 
be implemented inside the platform. In the author’s opinion this should be another kind 

of tool, which can be clearly inspired by this platform as the functioning of the interface 

and data management is the same. For example, in this new platform, the user could 
provide an idf where thermal zones and envelope properties are codified in a standard-

ized way; hence, the platform can easily and automatically create the set of models for 

the different locations changing the envelope properties according to the locations. 
Then the simulation and output management codes of the original platform can be used 

in this new tool. Clearly, this is simply one of the possible alternatives to this platform 

which has been designed – as already explained in previous sections – for both non-
expert and expert users; the latter can start from this tool to develop their own platform 

according to their specific need.  
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Finally, the testing phase highlighted few repeated simulations when multiple analyses 

are conducted. Despite this is not considered a limitation but simply an optimization, a 
future development could include the use of a list of simulations as input to avoid the 

repetition of the same simulations in complex studies reducing the overall simulation 

time. Furthermore, the analysis of the PCM simulations highlighted a kind of “interfer-
ence” of the insulation effect of the additional PCMs layers. This choice can be consid-

ered proper if the platform is used to assess the benefits of a retrofit intervention using 

PCMs, instead could make difficult the comparison in case of evaluation on new build-
ings. However, as stated and demonstrated in the previous section, the current platform 

can analyse the differences related to this extra insulation effect simply changing the 

melting temperature of the PCM with a fictitious very high melting temperature to con-

sider only the insulation excluding the effect of the phase change. To ease the use of 
the platform, future developments could allow to choose between two different refer-

ence models. The first one – already implemented in the platform – could be used for 

retrofitting evaluation and consider the PCM as an additional layer, the second one 
could be used to compare the PCM model with a reference model equipped with an 

additional traditional plasterboard with the same thickness of the additional PCM layers. 

Clearly, if the user adopts this second reference model, it cannot be compared with 
other technologies due to differences in the envelope stratigraphy.   

Finally, as already described in the previous sections, the DOE reference model are still 

updated to September 2012 and despite the internal loads update conducted in this 
study, the creation and the use of a new specific reference model could be an interest-

ing future development to increase the reliability of the results and the spread of this 

tool. Furthermore, regarding the future scenarios, the use of CCWorldWeatherGenerator 
to develop the future weather files lead to the adoption of a single GCM output and the 

use of an outdated emission scenario which could be considered a limitation for this 

study. Nevertheless, as already mentioned, this tool is still the most used in the building 
research field and the differences with other more sophisticated or up to dated software 

are still negligible. 
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To sum up, the current version of the platform can be considered a complete method-

ological basis for future developments. Despite the platform is already complete and 
functioning, additional modules or extra features could be easily implemented – thanks 

to its modular and open-source structure – to broaden the scope of the tool.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The main concept behind this thesis is strictly related to the current awareness that 

the human induced climate change has increased and is still increasing frequency and 

magnitude of temperature anomalies and extreme adverse weather events. The strong 
impact of the building sector on the global climate-altering emissions makes this re-

search field particularly significant and interesting to mitigate the negative effects of the 

human activities on climate and ecosystems. Despite the recent commitments of the 

main world Countries to improve the buildings energy efficiency, currently we can only 
mitigate the effects and reduce the damages of the climate change, but we cannot 

completely avoid them in the near future. These assumptions increase the importance 

to furtherly improve the energy efficiency evaluating new design strategies. 
Among these possible strategies, this research is focused on responsive technologies 

for envelope design. Responsive technologies can react to external stimuli changing 

their properties – thermal, geometric, solar, etc. – managing the transfer and storage 
of heat, light, water, and/or air. Originally the responsiveness of these technologies was 

adopted to accommodate the short/mid-term environmental variations (sub hourly, 

hourly, daily, seasonally). Nevertheless, considering the buildings lifespans and the cli-
mate change effects, the operational boundary conditions of an envelope designed to-

day – usually referred to historical weather data – will be probably different from the 

ones we considered in the designing phase. Therefore, the responsiveness of these 
systems could be also useful to improve the energy behaviour of buildings during their 

whole lifespans implementing a reactivity to long-term (decades) climate variations. 

The introduction of these innovative technologies adds a new complexity layer to the 
building physics phenomena because the envelope is no longer conceived simply as a 

shield between the interior and exterior environment, but it is an interface that can 

change and adapt itself according to specific boundary conditions. Shifting from a static 
traditional envelope to a dynamic system multiplies the complexities also in the building 

performance simulation field. In the traditional approach the main variable was the var-

iation of the external environment – already defined in the weather file – and the simu-

lation was simply the continuous energy balance of the thermal zones according to the 
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static envelope properties. On the contrary, responsive technologies continuously 

change the envelope properties according to certain internal or external variables – e.g., 
indoor/outdoor temperature, solar radiation, surface temperature, etc. – and this be-

haviour requires specific modelling approaches or workarounds. These approaches 

can be more or less achievable depending on the users’ background as many of them 
require programming codes – internal or external to the simulation software, depending 

on the complexity of the systems – to properly model the responsive systems. 
The main aim of this research is to provide the right tools to study and understand the 
behaviour of responsive technologies in different locations and different climate sce-

narios to improve the energy resilience of buildings. The tool developed is an interactive 

computational platform that allows, on the one hand, to simulate the behaviour of re-

sponsive envelopes and compare them with traditional static systems and, on the other 
hand, allows to understand the potentials of these systems also in the long-term adap-

tation to the climate change effects. The core of the platform is constituted by Ener-

gyPlus, used as simulation engine, and Python used for input/output management and 
for launching the simulations while the user interface is realized in Grasshopper. Thanks 

to this structure, the users can simply download the platform on their computer and 

open the Grasshopper script to access to all the features of the platform. Hence the 
users can simply manage the general inputs from four main drop-down lists: locations 

(25 European cities), weather files (current, 2050, 2080), and responsive technologies 

(electrochromic, dynamic shading, phase change materials). Then, specific inputs 
such as control strategies, activation thresholds can be set simply using sliders and 

drop-down lists in the specific Grasshopper technology module. Once all the required 

inputs are provided, the simulations can be run simply activating a Boolean toggle and 
the platform directly provides a standardized comparison sheet where the selected re-

sponsive technology is compared with a traditional static one. Moreover, the main en-

ergy consumption outputs are provided as float numerical panels to allow further anal-
yses, optimizations, and comparisons directly in Grasshopper. Similarly, in the platform 

folder all the complete simulation outputs, based on more detailed reporting frequen-

cies, can be easily accessed for further analyses. 
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This structure allows the use of the platform for both expert and non-expert users in 

different ways. For example, non-expert users have limited access to the core modules 
of the platform to avoid modelling mistakes. Indeed, the platform provides different 

modules – validated through specific studies published in last years – which are con-

sidered as a black box for non-expert users. Nevertheless, expert users can easily ac-
cess to the source code and modify them according to their specific needs or can 

expand the platform with additional modules for new technologies. Therefore, the struc-

ture of the platform itself allows further developments and collaborative approaches to 
consider new technologies or further customization of the energy models for more de-

tailed analyses.  

The testing phase conducted highlighted that all the results are compatible with the 

expected trends. Therefore, the developed platform allows – with few limitations de-
scribed in the dedicated section – to easily model and run a huge number of simulations 

in limited time with reliable results. Moreover, using the platform during the testing 

phase confirmed that the main advantage relies undoubtedly in its easiness and speed. 
Furthermore, it allows to model and manage also complex algorithms – such as the 

one for the dynamic shadings – without any specific programming knowledge. This 

latter advantage can undoubtedly widen the catchment area of this platform improving 
the spread of this research field.  

Moreover, despite the testing phase was mainly a validation tool, it can also provide the 

first indications regarding the evaluation of the selected technologies. Firstly, the main 
result is the definition of the central role of the control strategy in extrinsically controlled 

systems. For example, the energy variation of the model equipped with EC systems can 

vary from +24% to -7% depending on the control strategy. Secondly, the PCMs seems 
to be little affected by the variation of the melting temperature in the considered range 

(23-26°C). Further specific comparisons on these technologies have been voluntarily 

avoided in this research as the case studies were considered mainly as a validation  of 
the platform and, hence, no detailed optimization on the control strategies were con-

ducted.  
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To sum up, starting from the analyses of the current status of the responsive envelope 

design and from the current awareness of climate change and future resilience of build-
ings, this research developed a new tool for researchers and practitioners for a first 

preliminary analysis of the responsive technologies in different locations and in different 

climate scenarios. The aim of this tool is to ease and speed up the energy modelling of 
complex energy phenomena to facilitate the analyses and the comparisons of these 

technologies in different contexts. While from a technological point of view many stud-

ies are analysing these systems, their energy analyses are getting behind. Without hav-
ing reliable energy tools for studying these devices, they are too often not considered 

as viable alternatives. The evolution and the spread of this tool can hopefully bridge this 

gap improving the spread of the responsive technologies in the envelope design field 

which are currently still not widespread and this is a missed opportunity to innovate 
and improve our buildings’ resilience, energy efficiency, and design strategies. 
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7. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
 

AKE Acclimated Kinetic 
Envelope 

 DSF Dynamic Shading File  

AR Assessment Report  DSF Dynamic Shading 

ASHRAE American Society of 
Heating, Refrigerat-
ing and Air-Condi-
tioning Engineers 

 EC Electrochromic 

c Specific Heat  ECBCS - Energy Conservation in Build-
ings and Community Systems 
Programme 

CABS Climate Adaptive 
Building Shells  

 EDSM Equivalent Dynamic Shading  

CDD18° Cooling Degree Days 
referred to 18°C 

 EER Energy Efficiency Ratio  

CEC Conventional Electro-
chromic 

 EMS Energy Management System  

cL Specific Heat in liq-
uid state 

 EPW Energy Plus Weather 

ConFD Conduction Finite 
Difference 

 ESSM Equivalent Static Shading Mod-
els  

COP Coefficient of Perfor-
mance  

 fm Fraction melted 

cS specific Heat in the 
solid state 

 GC Gasochromic 

CTF Conduction Transfer 
Function  

 GCM Global Climate Models 

CVRMSE Cumulative Variation 
of Root Mean 
Squared Error  

 Gf incident facade irradiance 

DOE Department of En-
ergy  

 GHG GreenHouse Gas 

DGU Double Glazing Unit  H Total Enthalpy 
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h Enthalpy per unit 
mass 

 PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene  

HDD18° Heating Degree Days 
referred to 18°C 

 PV Photovoltaic 

HS Harmonized scenario  PVC PhotoVoltaChromic 

HVAC Heating Ventilation 
and Air Conditioning  

 Q Heat 

IDF Input Data File   Qmel Melting latent heat 

IEA International Energy 
Agency 

 RBE Responsive Building Element 

IEQ Indoor Environmental 
Quality  

 RCM Regional Climate Model 

ITO tin doped indium ox-
ide  

 RCP Representative Concentration 
Pathways  

LHS latent heat storage   s Thickness 

LSPR localized surface 
plasmon resonance  

 SHGC Solar Heat Gain Coefficient 

m Mass  SHS sensible heat storage  

MBE Mean Bias Error   SMA Shape Memory Alloy  

Mtoe Million tonnes of oil 
equivalent 

 SMH Shape Memory Hybrids  

NEC Near Infrared Radia-
tion switching elec-
trochromic 

 SMP Shape Memory Polymers  

NIR Near Infrared Radia-
tion 

 SSF Static Shading Files  

OS Overshoot Scenario  SSM Static Shading Model  

PC Photochromic   SSP Shared Socio-Economic Path-
ways 

PCM Phase Change Mate-
rial 

 ST 
1/2/3 

State 1/2/3 

PEC PhotoElectroChromic   T Temperature 

PIP Pip Installs Packages  t time 
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TC Thermochromic     

Tm Melting temperature    

TMY Typical Metereologi-
cal Year 

   

To Outdoor Temperature    

VAV Variable Air Volume     

VL Visible Light    

VLT Visible Light Trans-
mittance 

   

λ Conductivity    

ρ Density    
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